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Richmond, Nov. 13. The American
which meets in this
' city November 9 will Da addressed
during the course of iu five days'
sessions by Governor Swanson of VI.
glnla. Governor Broward of Florida,
Governor Smith ot Georgia, Governor
Glenn of North Carolina and Governor Fort of New Jersey. Other important speakers are Homer Folks,
president of the New York probati n
commission; bishop Fa. lows of Chicago, John Koren of Boston, Mrs.
Maud Ballington Booth of New Tork
and Or. Charles R. Henderson of the
University of Chicago.
The program arranged la of particular Interest to the south, speo.al
being put on the negro criminal, tuberculosis among criminal negroes, peonage systems, convict labor
systems and the need of reformatories and Juvenile courts In th aouth.
In connection w th the prison asso
ciation meetings will ie held sessions
of the Chaplains' assocrat on, the
Prison Physicians' asioclat on and the
Association of Governing Boards jt
Penal. Reformatoiy and Preventive
Institutions.
The Prison association Is the largest
body of organized prison reformers In
'
the country, Its objects Include:
1.
Tho im Movement of the lw
in relation to public offenses "and offenders, and tho modes of procedure
3jy which such laws are enforced.
2.
The study of the causes of
crime, the nature of offenders and
the best
their social surroundings,
methods of dealing with offenders
and of preventing crime.
3. The Improvement of the penal,
correctional and reformatory institutions throughout the country, and of
the government, management and
discipline thereof, including the
of boards of trustees and
of other officers.
4. Tho care of, and providing suitable and remunerative employment
for discharged prisoners, and especially such as may or shall have given
evidence of a reformation of life.

Hamm, Westphalia, Nov. 13. Res
cue operations to reach the men en
tombed in the Kad bod mine, where
an explosion ot fire damp ynsterday
resulted in great loss ot life, have
not been renewed. The authoritl s
estimate that there are still 3(0 m n
ers below ground but no hope Is en
tertained that thiy can be saved.
Thirty-seve- n
miners have been tak
en out, all of tnem severely injurej
badly
that they may die,
and some so
Thirty more dead bodies were brought
up from the shaft this morning.
The police keep people away from
the vicinity of the mine, as there is
further danger of the explosion of
quantity of dynamite which Is stored
at the bottom of the pit. Further
efforts are being made to check the
fire, but so far without avail.
The scene In the vicinity of the
mine la pitiful. The wives of the en
tombed m m is continually demand to
know why the authorities are keeping
their husbands below ground. They
crowd about the officers as near to
the mine as they can. and but for the
presence of the po Ice would proo
ably attempt to enter the mine. Several women hava gone insane as a
result of the disaster.
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Havo About $12.04O

to Start tho Work.

It is more than likely that the fin-ae committee of the city council
will report favorable upon the proposition of tullding the Crist story of the
new city hull, referred to that committee at the last meeting of th
coun, 11. AMt-maSamuel Neustadt,
chairman of the committee, Bald this
mi ruing that the committee would
be able to report at the meeting
Bt
Moi'day night, but he had Investigated the proposition to such an extent
that he believe.! the committee coulu
re pert favoiably.
f. veral of the leading contractors
of tue city have been asked to figure
on the. pinns but a bid from them
cannot be expected before early in
Mr. Neustadt said that
December.
fey hat t me the building fund would
have between $11,000 and 312.0000
la It, which he deemed sufficient to
rect the basement and first story.
Thin would lurnish quarters for fire
eer.rtment No 1. a city Jail and police hi adijar'.t rs. The basement, according to ihe lnn, will be used for
a In a tiny; piaM. and cells for the city
prisoners.
On tre second floor w.ll
re located th-- i fire department and
police heidouarti rs. The site fnr the
w builllng already owned by the
Hry Is at the coiner of TIJeras ave- oue and S end street. The fire de partment wlil face Tijeras avenue
and occupy the rear half of the sec uuu
t i . a ur ituec ilea uij u i i
"will be In the front and face SeonnJ
street.
If the finance committee makes a
favorable leport on the proposition.
It Is bt eved that ctie city council
111 adopt
it trid begin the construction of the new hall as soon an practical. The lntere.-- t the city receives
on the money It ban in the bull ilng
fund does rot amnur.t to as much a
the i Ity poy out monthly In ri nts
for the vill i ais departments the new
will h 'Uif.
tiulld
it Is beileved
the building o. the new hail or
that
.
..
f if aft tViA i f
nnu haw
funds, will be an economical move
tbe part of the countl
re
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V

A" COWBjY

Hachlta, N. M.. Nov. 13. J. D.
Wolf, a cowboy employed by the Victoria Cattle compa iy on the Diamond
A ranch, arrived in Hachlta
early
Wednesday morning, suffering from
severe Injuries sustained through a
fierce encounter with a rabid coyote.
He has gone to Dallas for treatment.
The coyote entered Wolfs tent early
In tho night and sprang at Wolf, who
was awakemd by the no so but was
unable to make his' escape. Tha coyote bit him aeverely on the right leg
Just below the knee. Wolf kicked at
the animal with h'a left foot, and th
animal rel aaed his hold and seized
Wolf by the left foot.
The two fell
to the floor, the coyote still holding
to the bare foot, shaking it and growling.
Wolf finol'y kicked loose and
fought the an mal ulth a board. Ho
knocked the coyote out of the tent
and ihe animal trotted off. The coy-- !
ote then entered a tent where four
j other
cowboys were sleeping. The
boys awoke and fiet). leaving the coy- -:
ote In full pituii'&Hlori. Thiy s cured a
gun and staited for the lent, but th
coyote had gone and they were
to find him In the dark.
Mr. Wolf's Injuries are aerious and
when Hachlta was
Wednesday morning the Injured foot was
swollen out of all proportion and
shape. The woundg aie exceedingly
painful.
It Is reported that rab'd coyotia
are causing no little trouble to the
cowboys in that section, and that
many cattle and hogs have been
,
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Pekln. Nov. 13. The emperor of
China, Kuan Hgsu, was reported dead
at 4 o'clock this morning, but It haJ
been Impojs.ble to secure confirmation of this announo ment up to
o'clock this evening. His majesty waJ
transferred to the death chamber &t
3 p. m.
He was then utill breathing.
Two Imperial edicts were Issued
this afternoon.
The
makes
Prince Chun, brother of the emperor,
regent of the empire. The second a
nts his son, Pu Wel, heir presump
tive. Late this afternoon a palaco
official of high stadlng said that tne
emperor Is silll alive. At a meetl. g
of the grand counc.l In' the pala e
the dowager empress Is said to have
swooned.
The illnena of The mperor assumed
a serious aspect a fortnight ago. It
was then declared that he was suffering from grave Intestinal complaint.
Ha persistently refused
to accept
west rn medical aid. He had suffered ten years from chronic nephritis, which recently became complicated vlth d'abetes and sciatica.
Emperor Kuan Hgsu was born August 3, 1872, and acceded to the
throne January II, ll7(. H s
aunt, has been the actual ruler ot the
empire.
I Wanh'n(rton
Hears the News.
Washington, Nov. 13. The Associated Press dispatches gave the first
news of the death of the emperor of
China to this c ty. When Viown to
Minister Wu Ting Fang, he .!d: "But
p-- po

Treatment.
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A
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Lave been received before." He added, however,
that while he wash not notified offinotification was
cially as yet, su-not expected Immediate f after the
death, on account of the commotloi
which would follow the death ot thn
emperor.
Throughout nearly al' of tho thirty-fou- r
years he has been on the throns
the emperor has been la poor health,
Minister Wu explained and he added
that the death of the emperor at this
time would not tntetfere with th
Doliry of reform whkh has boen
adopted and partially put Into prao
tlce in the Chinese go nrnment.
He Is StlU Pvlng. ...
-- A
dtsptirih
WaAhlngtnn. Nov.
reoolved at the state department Just
before npotr from American Mln ater
Rockhtll at Pekln reports that the
emperor is dying. The message was
sent about t o'clock this afternoon,
Pekln time.
Trie Empress, Too?
Pekln, Nov. 18 (10:30 p. m.).
It Is now reported that the empress,
who swooned during a meeting ot the
grand council today, la al jo . dying.
This rumor, If true, would explain the
two edicts Issued late th's. afternoon
regarding the regency of the empire.
The foreign residents of P. kin are
confuted by the sudden development
today and various reports and rumors
are emanating from the palace. It la
Impossible to obtain a confirmation
officiary of anything.

reports of his death
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Owns the Outlook Fur Whlcb
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York, Nov. 13. That Presi.l not be a
dent KooBevelt'H trip
"mI nehtrlr a, , tierlit ion " hut In th.
, .,.i,n,, ,n(1 . r,,(,vi,ia
specimen for use 'in this country. Is
P(.,,rt(.d by MaJor A K- - K.'arni. U.
s A Purg,.on sutioned at Fort Tot- ten. who went to Washington today
to confer with Mr. Kooxevelt as onu
of tho party who will accompany him.
It In understof d that Koosevelt wl I
do little more shooting than is t
quired to get two or thr9 specimen
of c i'i ry k nd of wllii beast It .8 allowable to t.hoot.
New

..,.,...,,

,

3

There has been a sudden and fafreach. ng revival In business conditions In New Mexico since November
Srd and those who are In position to
know, express the opinion that the
winter season will be one ot the best
In the hlntory of New MexlCv, particularly with statehood.
The first Indications of the business revival were manifested when
buyers began flocWtng to the territory In search of lambs. Sales were
quickly made nd while the prices
In all cases were not as large as anticipated, still the sheep men are not
complaining.
been
So fast have the shipment
made recently that there la danger of
a car shortage. Car are being hurried to the shipping points as fast
as possible by the Santa Fe, but
before a sufficient quantity arrives.
It Is feared that the demand will
more than exceed the supply.
In addition to the shipments of
of sheep both wholesale and retail
merchants are placing heavy order
for merchandise and, as their stock
are depleted, they are demanding
prompt delivery.
Another Indication of the business
awakening Is the Increased number
of ravellng men whs havj again tak.
rn to the toad. - A year sgov many
of tha traveling- men war, called In
cause sales did
by their employers
not warrant them remaining In th
field. Now they are all out again In
full force. ' A New Tork salesman
who spent yesterdsy at th Alvarado
said that no better proof of good
business conditions was nsedtd than
the heavy- - buying of merchant
throughout th southwest.
Among th wholesaler
In Albuquerque, heavy order are being received from retailer all over New
Mexico and Artsona. On wholesaler
reports that ' th business his nous
has done this fall and early winter
is nearly double that of HOT.
The Santa P shop In this city
started up on full time with a
hv complement
of employes. The
full
force. It Is understood, will b Increased from time to time, a business warrants, but It Is as full now
as It was a year ago before the
stringency began. Bo far as New
Mexico Is concerned, report Indicate
that all sections are feeling the general revival of business.
A local real estate man yesterday
made the assertion that Albuquer-qu- a
real estate would be worth watchAccording to his
ing this winter.
estimates, probably more real estate
will change hands In this city at advanced prices than anywhere in the
southwest and he states that he considers Albuquerque real estate one
of the best Investments In the city at
this time.
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GOKS TO MKXIOO.

Lincoln. Nov. 13. Mr. and Mrs.
William J. I rvan will leave Sundav
for a trip to M x co. They will see
ret and r creation but the itinerary
of the trip his not lieen aniouned.
Pryan w ill deliver a
uddreai at Philadelphia Tiecember 2.
comm-riceme-
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DUEStTI REMEMBER

New Tork, Nov. 13. Much Interest
o'llook
was
occasioned here today by the
next Sunday afternoon two ball onj
the "American" and "United Statin.-- ' publication of the report that James
the former In chtrge of Cap ain A. K. Stlllman, president of the National
Mueller and the latter piloted by Hor- City bank, popularly known as the
ace V. Wi.d, wl stait from h re for
controlling
e for "btandard Oil bank," is
a race as far eastward as po.-:ithem to get before the gis In tho iwiier of the Outlook of which Presi- FTilAYD, THE 13TH,
big bags g.ves out or Wiat u r condi- dent Roosevelt is to become "contions cause th m to d s. end.
tributing editor," when he retires
THE HOOOO DAY
loth ba.loorvs hive be n trkd out- from oftic. Officers of the Outlook
In races before thU and both are so irefi-sto make public the names of
soned vehicles of the alv, wall.: th" any owners of Its 3100,000 capital
two rm n who will compete for hnno s stock.
The Weeolirr Cold and DliiMtcry, Itut
are old hands at tha w rk. Ma
liad Lurk btaye.1 at Home
nh g an a'titud? of 5.000 f t, th y
Ity (lie lire.
will try to get as far east a po-- s bin. TERRY SUCCEEDS
ind the bask Ms of a:h taloon will
Today being Friday the 13th and
be provisioned
for ten I'a.s. thi
the usual anniversary of the first cold
length of time It Is expected w l'
FISH AT NEW YORK wave of the season, It csusrd the
elapso before the g:m In the balloons
superstitious ones to go about their
gives out.
business with more than ordinary
Washington, Nov. 13. Tho selec- care and the thin blooded ones to
tion of a successor to Hamilton Fish, make haste in donning an overcoat.
MANY CITIES WANT
The day had all the characteristics of
secwho recently resigned as
with a lowering
retary 'reasurer of the United Ktati'S Its hoodoo fame
It aves driven by a Chll
sky,
seircd
by
today
settled
New
a
York,
wind and every indication that It
UB3R CONVENTION at
thu appointment of George 8. Terry, lng
snow.
would
secretary
a
was
long
time
who for
The only man who wore a smile
of thi Union, Iv ague club In that city.
n
the ro'l mn. Fr day the 13ti
u Iir nn
u nnnnarfiiil
rt r m
luvllsiloiirt to American Federation I'i.bi
rwi
J i I
vsis.iutb'.i. was IIO
.
,is ij--terrors for him.
,,K
f KI.. had
Are
itl Denver T'Hluy.
Down at police court the fire had
York. The appo ntment of Terry grne
out and the two or three stray
by the pres
was
hoboes, who had spent the night Ii
Denver, Nov. 13. Only a rrit f se--- ! ident.mii'le thla afiernoon
Ion of the convention of tho Am
the holdover, shivered on the mournf l.bor waa h II
ers' bench. The judge gave them
FeJ ration
Sl
HAWAII'S
tlAlt CHOP.
more than ordinary consideration nut
th s morn nif, during
nh th an
amendm-r- t
all keeping wtth the day. In fact
ti the rules wa-- a slopted,
Honolulu. Hawaii. November 13.
r'
and thin as none of the
Hawaii's siiKJr crop for thU yea", so far as could be ascertained, Friwas T a 'y to rep.irt an a Ijournmerii which Is now all Kround, amounted day the 13lh did not live up to Its
d
reputation.
was taken until tomorrow morning In t i L21 000 tons, worth in the
of $40,000,000.
This Is not
Td r to k'v" the rornmitte s time to
TORVFY SrfVKVIS O'WMM.V.
consider matters refe r d to them.
enly the largtst crop ever produced
Wnsh'fiirton Nnv 1 t Tlw. anniilnt.
Several mmnunocrm lit. and Invl In the terrlt ry, but is the highest
j
ta lons for the next convint on v i
production per acre yet attaint d, av- nu nt of Col. George II. Torney as sur- read by the ssereta'y. T'le tltief eraglng over five tons to tliu acre g 'on general of the urmy to succeed
throughout the group. Ki me of the Surgeon General O'RIully was an.
wh''h hive !rvitd the n xt conf
will bes n KrlnJlng on nunced by the sncretnry of war
are Detroit, Ml waukoe, St. plantation
1 S0
crop nixt month, fr early, diy. Thn vacancy of the surgeon
Iula. Lansing. Mich.. Toion'o at:d I
I Washington.
generalship will occur January 14.
in January.
Los AngeleH, Nov. 13.
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Professor Harrington Disappeared Ten Years Ago.
Leaving Wile and
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IIo Was Severely Bitten in Fierce
Fight W.tu llabid Aninwl and
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Wholesalers Report Belter .Bus Events of the Past Week When Former Head of Weather Bureau
She Tried to Extort Money From
and an Authority of High DeIness Than for a Year. Ral Es
Wealthy Mrs. Phlpps Are
gree. Found by Accloent
tate Is Going Up and the
Forgotten by Drug
After Search tasilng
CKy Is Generally
'
Woman,
Crazed
Many Years.
Prosperous.
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Delrgates From All Over trie Unit- Wives of the Burled Miners Crowd
ed suites Will Gather to SugAbout the Mine and, Ug? OffBettering
the
for
gest Plans
icers to Rescue Their Husbands-Fear
System of Punishment
Another

prlHaoclaUon

mite to Enforce II pt

publican Congress Makes
Confidence In All
Lines.

LINE

SCIENTIST

IN ASYLUM

The Election of Taft and Re Mrs. Read. Who Used Dyna

INSANE

LOST

FOUND

IS SLOWLY DYING

THROUGH

STILL

HAVEGOKE

BLACKMAILER LONG

REVIVAL WOMAN

KOHtT

SPEAK

6mr

13

.d Saturday.
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SOUTHWEST

j60 Men Are Still
Reformers Meet at Richmond More
Underground In German
to Discuss Ways of HelpMine Which Was
ing Criminal Class
Blown Up.
to Reform.

PROMlil

BUSINESS

FORECAST

"mm. Cull.. RjYax.sr
all) (air an. e 0I8 tonignl a

13. 1903.
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NOVEMiiEH

VOLUME 23.
PRISON

irnn

tr

Denver, Nov. IS. Weakened by ! Nrw Tork, Nov.
Missing fross
sclentlfta
disease and drugs, Mrs. Allen F. his home and from th
f world which knew him as a master
Read, who threatened the live
Mr. Genevieve Chandler Phtppa and mind, Professor Mark W. Hsrrlng- -'
her daughter with dynam te last ton. once chief of the United State
Monday, may not live to undergo the weather bureau and th beat know
experiences of prison or the mad scientific man In America, ha been
search. Today
house as a consequence of her dar- - found after a ten-yelng attempt at extortion.
the is a hopeless lunatlo In a New
Late last night her husband in- - Jersey asylum for the Insane a
formed Chief of Police Armstrong Morris Plains,
that her condition was extremely crlt- - . Discovery of the Identity of Profae- Ical. He said his wife's death was ex- -.
H
Hsrrlnirton wa accidental.
pected within a few days. Thla In- - waa picked up at Trenton eighteen
formation wes confirmed by Dr. R. O. months ago. unable to glv his nam
physichvt. ror io te)1 where l,r. ret..-- d.
Butterfleld, Mrs. Read's
H waa
that she re- - taken to the asylum and ther reThe woman still
members nothing of what had taken n,lned for several months. A news- place In the past week.
paper recently contained a story of
the case or "John Doe," Ihe nam
under which Harrington had bee
rt glstered.
His son, Raymond Harrington. Saw
th newspsper end recognised In tho
description of the lunatic his father,
who had been missing for ten year.
Mrs. Hsrrlngton accompanied him ta
the asylum and Ident fled the patient
as her long lost husband. H did not
recognise hi wife.
ar

a

filETCALF QUITS
AS SECRETARY

FIRST CQID WAVE

OF

"REACHES a

Health Causes Resignation
of Cabinet ocer-New-be- rry
to Succeed Him.

Ill

Tills City Is Fortunate, Though, Judging by Report IVotn Otlser
Place In Tcrr.tory.

WuhlsHnn. T. C . Nov. 13. Sec
retary of the Navy Victor H. Metcilf
;odsy tendered hi regulation to th
president.
It I to lake effect De- '

ember

1

reason given for

and th

lis retirement Is 111 health. Truman
s'ewberry, assistant secretary of th
lavy, will be named as successor.

The cold wave which for two day
over Colorado.
followed by heavy now and ralna,
It wa
today reached New Mexico.
forecasted last night by a alight drop
In the temperature, a haay sky and
rising wind.
It struck w.th full
S o clock
fore, howtver, shortly after temperathis morning and sent th
ture down to the ovorcoat degree.M
Business men who forgot their
CQat8
n tn mornIpg suffered from
COtu by noon.
No Bnow fn n Albuquerque and
,he temperature was probably more
Bgrecable here than anywhere els
, New Mexico.
yesterday.
A
lt was very cou but was reported
Wsrmer there today. At La Vega
today, a steady snow fell until late
thls afternoon when the sky began to
cear. At 3 o'clock this afternoon, a
heavy snow was fall.ng at Santa Fe,
wtth a lowering temperature and ev- -.
ery jndetttion that winter had begun
ln earnist. There was snow on the
San(jia mountain northest of Alhu-Vlth- ln
querque. and reports recelveo ihla
Indicate that there waa
afternoon,
heavy snow fall on all of the higher
mountains, even as fsr south aa La

has been spreading

:

over-6TEA-

SHIPS CUTTIG RATES.
Honolulu Hawaii, Nov. 13. With- n the past three month
all of the
irserlcan steamship lines plying be- ween the Pacific coast and the ter- Itory have reduced their first class
assenger rates about 20 per cent
he cut wa started by the Matson
teamshlp company which cut the
ate from 375, one way, to 30. or
110 for the round trip. The Oceanic
Ine followed suit by cutting the rate
0 366 and 3110, and the Pacific Mall
S. company has announced that
fter this month Its steamship China
ill carry passengers at this rate also.
the past week the Canadian- Australian line has met the cut also,
pduclng Its rate from Vancouver to
65 with 10 per cent off this to faml- 'ea of three adults, and 20 per cent cruces.
ess to four adults or more In one
Telegraphic reports were received
'amliy. The rate formerly was 375. y The Cltlxen from the following
'towns at 3 o'clock this aiternooni
Holbrook Cloudy, no rain or snow.
ELECTION BRINGS
Gallup Part cloudy. Calm ana
Dleasant.
Socorro Cloudy and cold.
HIGHER SHEEP PRICES
Fan Marclal Windy and cold,
j
Las Cruces Cloudy. Snow on
mountains.
Cerrlllos Cloudy. Very cold BeSa of fi.000 liHinbs at Top Nnh
ginning
to snow.
YcMerday.
Hanta Fe Snowing hard.
'
Las Vegas Clearing up after snow
The highest price paid for New Htorm.
Mexico lambs since the favorable and
Raton Clear. Warmer than yesfancy prices of 1907 were received terday.
Trinidad Clear. Snow oa ground.'
vesterday by Isllro Sandoval, a local
broker, who sold 8.000
lambs to
?ehroder & Trimble of Fort Collins,
"ol". The price paid was not given NEARLY A M'LLION
out but It Is said to have been clo.-:-e
to four cents.
FOR HOME MISSIONS
The lambs w're raised ln the western part of Valencia county en1
shipped from the I cal sto"kyards
yesterday. They wer purchased bv MetliodlHt CVmferenev Approix-fatMr. Sandoval In small lots and
$000 000 to ha IV d In Work.
bunched.
shipment th's firm '
This Is the
Topeka. KJn., Nov. IS. The feahas made th's y wr, and Is only a
hat they have con ture of today's meeting of the Home
small part of
tract-for. F. A. Hubbell has con- Mission of ths Methodist Episcopal
tracted to deliver 13.000 more to this church was the appropriation of
compaiy at Mai lal' na on N iv mbt $300,000 for mis. Ion work ln America
!0. There Is a decidedly Improved and requests for a million and a halt
The funds are to
cond'tion In the rhe p mirk t that for the church.
be used larg ly for work at frontier
Is mnklng New Mexico ruin r sm-leat posts and in city slums. Eighteen
Th buyers came to th..- ter l'o-the opening of the s a on with a feel. out of the twenty bishops of America
ur in
't
Ipk of
that caused them to took part in tne proceeuinns. twenty$900,000 sppropr'ated today
S rice the elen
bid v"ry cautiously
declared for. churoh
tlon. the bWld'n h is been more lively Ave per cent was
t.
knmat
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Of everything In Winter Wearables if
Clothing, Shoes, Hats and UnM--

derwear; Ladles' Coats, Skirts, Waists
an Underwear.
1

Men's Underwear
'erwf ar, each..
Knit Shawls, $1.25 kind.
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WE CURE ALL
and private

Unnatural discharges

diseases
For IS we furnish the medicine
and If you are not cured In I days
money refunded
The Orlando Distributing
Agency,
santa Fe, IV. M.
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THE OLDEST MILL IN THE CTTT
(Vlien In need of sash, door frame
etc. Screen work a specialty
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DKIKMABLE BREAD
that can

bo relied upon

at all times

for excellence and goo. ness. Not
only is it of delicious flavor, but It
Is full of health-givin- g
qualities, that
make lots of brain and brawn. The
highest praise that can oe given to
any bread can with equal justice be
bestowed on Buster Brown Bread

Pioneer Bakery,
ED. F0URNELLE

Carpenter

and Builder
Jobbing
Phones:

Promptly

Attended

to

Shop 1065; Residence 552

Shop Corner Fourth St. and Copper Ate,
ALBUQUERQUE,

KILL the COUGH

CURE the LUNGS

Dr. (inn's
New Discovery
WITH
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The Cttlaoo emptors a
man whose bust ness kt la
to look after your advertising wan la. He vriU
write your copy if yoa
wish. If not. he will sea
that roar ada are "ant
op" to look their beat
and he will attend to
tiiem from day to day.

N. U.

3fic Way of a Pr'ije Beauty

and

The dtlaeo
baa
given premiums ta anb
acrihera, bat ia aaoMrlbed
la aud pM fol oa t
aewa m r 1 , anumai
that ita sabacribers bar
money with which to bay
what they want from
legitimate m e r e h a ata.
These are the people
The Oftlaen Invites to
your store.

z

207 South First St
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tnomlng pa.
per la amally earrtad
dowa lowa fej th hrmd
of the family and bar- rtcdly
A

they know their
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offering something worthy
of attention, their ad haa
accomplished Ita mission.

Irish-America-
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X
neighbor.
Suggestion Oo,nrs: tndm
smoke, Invisible stripes In blT'k, T
brown and green. Styles: English wa'k'n su't snd single
and double-breaste- d
frocks.

drew an ace and a queen. The bets
went round
"Five hundred," cl led the tall, lean
individual who had complained of
'Doc' Pllster.
"Seven-Iifty- ,"
shouted the English,
man.
"One thousand," said his antagoThe rest had
nist, untmotionally.
dropped put of the game.

,

11.40 l'lankcts
$3.00 Ladies Dreg Shoes..
O.'rW He avy School
T'oys' sho. s
$1.00. tl

ask jro'ir

.25c
.95c
,S)c
.35c

.

All Wool Olo

SOo

.25c

.

Lrfid'es' Un

CASH
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"The Qoalitv T.ilor."
IProbably never In the history of the courts of this country has such
N T. Armi'jo Rldg.
4
DAILY SII0K1
a dot Irion tern rendered an ts recently hnnued down In the highest criminal court in the state of Texas. It will certainly prove of deep Interest
to those students of crim nol law, for the points Involved, are ones that
frequently come up In trials of such caess.
KINO OV Villi (iUIUUaW.
ocxxxxxxxxxjoococxxxxxxxxxx
The derision is nothing more nor less than that u man may hand a
woman
deadly poison, well knowing that she Intends to use It to take
Harold
(Ily
her own life and at the same time, unless he uses force or threat, ho 1s
"Twelve-fifty- ."
not criminally liable for her death.
Business, Ranch and House.
Tho bald, fat man with yellow-gra- y
"Klfteoai hundred."
The decision has cresti-- cons. titrable of a stir In Texas. The history
VEBTIQA Te...
hair and tho tall, lean Yankee
"Two thousand." cried the Englishof the case is as follows:
strike up an
man, trembling as ho glanced over
Pearl Itaxter was an attractive young girl who lived in her father's were the first to smoking
room
aft
In tho
his cards.
family on a ranch In Archer county, which Is situatpd In the northern part
rOB 0ET-- Ftoro Room,
I'll see two thousand " said his an'
of Texas,1 not far from tho Oklahoma line. Among the neighbors was a er the vessel had left Southampton.
on Central Avenue vacant in
atood
In
and
tagonlst. laying down his cards. The
young man named Sanders. He had paid her marked attention, and there By degrees others urifted
November.
which
table
solitary
at
card
gasped. He had a royal
can be no doubt that she had the utmost confidence In his assurances of round the
laveuiuiMuum fli'sh. The tall, lean man scooped In
RENTI-- tore room,
rOR
affection. A time came, however, when the ardor of that affection lessened. a lew oi me more game
of poker. the pool.
gristly to the young woman's dint res. There were suggestions that he had souls had started a
on First street.
Ice
thawed
n the "econd day the
become engaged to be married to another.
In her anguish Pearl Baxter
Three days afterward a curious
Grt o Travelers' A evident and
tnreatened suicide, and It is believed that she more than once Informed and a lol,y party were swaPPlng joke9
spectacle was witnessed on crowded
nor nckie lover that she contemplated taking her own life. While she ana exunansma
Health )ollcy. Money to Loaav.
man,
Broadway.: An Englishman was seen
Later In the duy the tall, lean
was In this state of mind she left her father's house one evening and call
M. L. SCTIUTT.
ed, at tho home of Sanders, who lived with his sister In a neighboring vll
who was losing, as he complained, racing at full speed among the crowd.
Sit Bonth Recond Rtrert,
yards in front of him was rrvYYYYYYvvvYrvvvvvvvvvv.S
lage. She did not find him there but as she was coming swav she met "eerned to sour on his acquaintance. Twenty-fiv- e
him in the street and they had some conversation and then separated Pearl H watched him furtively for some a bal(, faV. mlLtu holding on to the
Baxter returned to her father's house and went to bed but between 1 and m'nuU' presently he threw down nis coat talis of a tall, lean man. They
distance
t o'clock in the morning it was discovered that she was not In her room. card Bnd l(ft tho smoking room. Ten were running also, and the
Thcrnlon
between them and their pursuer was
.i..
Mne had evidently gone from the house barefooted, for the tracks left by minutes luier ne reiumcu
TOVFS UP
well maintained.
her naked fpet upon the damp earth were followed into a sorghum patch, Wrst offleer- "I uenounce thut man- - he crled'
where she was found upon the ground, dead, with a bottle containing a
the Cleaner
small quantity of carbolic acid by her side. Her death was subsequently . Pointing to his bald, fat companion,
'
Cleans ihm
proved to have been due to carbolic acid poisoning.
RDGfLVS RtTIRE FROM
j"He'a cheating."
too as every
srsanoers was indlctfd for her murder and found eulltv. The thenrv nf
involuntarily tno
thing else.
the prosecution was that he had by force or fraud or threats compelled ed at the printed sign over the bar,
KANSAS CI1Y BANK
CMLL 460
the girl to take the carbolic acid which destroyed her life. The conviction which read: "Beware of card sharps."
The officer touched the accused
has been set aside by the court of criminal appeals of Texas on the ground
that the Indictment was insufficient, because It failed properly to negative man on the arm.
TlM'lr Wives Snublx-Kansas
he said quietly, IK'mim)
"Doc. Pflster."
the Idea that Pearl Baxter took It voluntarily and of her own free will.
CStjr Women Tliey Will be
According to the law of Texas as laid down In tho opinion of reversal, "you can't play here."
Forced to Quit.
Handera was not criminally liable for her death to any extent or In any
'Doc Pflster rose to his feet with
respect, even though he knew that carbolic acid was a deadly poison and some dignity.
BAM BROOK BRU
Kansas City, Nov. 12. The result '
"Gentlemen," he said, "I don't deny of the financial war
that the girl intended to take it, unless he exercised somn force or used
within
Phone 698.
ha ft
some deception to Induce her to do so.
I am !,Doc." Pflster, but I, retired from torate of the National Bankthe direc
of Comturnouts. BeA IrWan
this game five years ago. You can merce Is that tho Rldgelys will
retire in the dty. Proprietor 4
bear me out in that, sir?" he con- from the at-management
the plctna
tinued, addressing himself to the of- Institution shortly after Jan. 1.of the
ficer, 'who nodded in grim .silence.
This is not because the bank has
"WoII, then, gentlemen,"- the gamnot prospered under the management
Francis J. Kilkenny, of this city, has succeeded in arousing considerH
you
appear
to
here.
continued,
bler
"I
able interest among Irishmen through this country in a novel project he
of William B. Ridgely, who formerP
played
or
Haven't
not?
Have
fair
I
i
ly was comptroller of the currency.
haa advanced, looking to the material benefit of the people of the "Ould
I Just held my own since the voyage It has prospered,
Mod," as we are wont to refer to that country, according to
D
but a financial
Washingthe
gentleman
began
no
This
more?
and
ton Herald.
struggle, ma.ie mure tierce by a sowell,
I
says
lost;
taken
haven't
he's
Mr. Kilkenny thinks It would be an excellent Idea to arrange an annual
cial war, In which Mrs. W. B. Ridgely
his money.' Boys, It's hard on a man and Mrs. Edward Ridgely play an Im"homecoming" month In Ireland, during which Irishmen of means In
oth-- it
got
Bplce
me,
and
when
like
the
he's
Room 12
lands than that of their nativity, especially America,
be Invited the salt of the game into his blood, portant part,- - has been waging since
to visit th old home and look to the opportunity to lend Itwould
first
the
Rldgelys
of
stay
In
week
the
a helping hand. not--tbe allowed to play."
He hAH already gone so far as to secure the
Kansas City,
more
of
"Oood' for' the doctor," said one of Deen defeated.- and the Rldgelys nave
prominent steamship lines, and several Irish societies, notably thotheAncient
passengers
on
was
ahead
who
the
Order of Hibernians have taken his suggestion under advisement and seem
It is claimed that as a result of
the game.
quite willing to participate In the movement.
the social war, the bank has lost some W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.
boys,"
gambler
play,
me
the
The great trouble in Ireland seems to be a woeful lack of capital. The '"Let
business among the Kansas City merchants and capitalists who say that
rmii aru lnnusirious enough, ambitious and skilled, but their material ad- continued, the tears springing Invol
IJ VERY, SALE, FEED AND
eyes.
play
his
to
untarily
for
"Let's
vancement Is sadly handicapped by lack of money with which to operate
their wives were snubbed by tho two
TRANSFER STABLES
will, but Mrs. Ridgely.
their enterprises on anything like a large scale. The natural resources of beans or matches if you
Horses and Mules bought and Exme out of the game. Boy's,
don't
shut
They
say
rB vast: n many ways practically untouched.
at
that
each
of
tho
social
And It is to stimuchanged
Just got to play'
o
late wealthy or
functions which have been attended BEST TURNOUTS IN THH CTTT
Irishmen In this country to
part of their I've
him play," cried the others, by the wives of the eastern
"Let
money, at least. In the old country that Mr. KilkennyInvest
financiers,
Interests himself. greatly
Second Street between Central and
by this oration. "He's they have
He believes he sees a way to push Ireland along,
held aloof from the major
at the same time played moved
Copper Ave.
and above board right portion of the guests and
fair
open a promising field of endeavor - and profitable and
have shown
Investment for such along."
no tendency to "mix."
as feel inclined to agree with him.
"I'm willing" said the tall man
The movement strikts us as being eminently sound, and we see no' ob"The next president of the National
RIo Grande Valley land
,
"I'm Bank of Commerce will
jection to It. even though It contemplates the Investment of American dol- who had made the complaint.
be a
sorry.
Doc.
I had been warned against
lars In other lands than the United States. Ireland Is bound to us by strong you.
and
a
City
Kansas
man,
JOHN BORRADAILE
but I'll own you've won from me will conduct the bank according wno
ties; a large part of our most substantial citizenship Is of Irish extraction.
to
The Irish ar a people who have struggled for many years against adverse fairly enough."
the ideas of the members
of the
"And lost to our friend here," cried board of directors, for Kansas
Real Estate and Invownenfa
conditions. Their sorrows have been keen, but their patriotism has never
City
Oolleect Rents of City Realty
flagged. One reason they make such good Americans is because they are one of the rest, indicating a taciturn people and the country tributary to
Englishman,
a
who sat with
large this city." This Is the expressed opin- Office, Corner Third and Hold a
such good Irishmen.
If Ireland's sons come here and make money, ana
Phone MB
tlhuqnerqee, fc ion
with part of that money seek to lift the pall of poverty from the land of pile before him.
of the
The first officer shrugged his shoultneir nativity, we shall begrudge them not one cent. On the contrary, we
faction.
now
which
away,
a faint smile holds the controlling interest of
Imagine there are few Americans who will not wish Mr. Kilkenny and his ders and turned
the
curving the corners of his mouth.
GREEN
wbeme much success.
FfiON,
stock of the institution, after securSHOE
SIOHt
"Boys, shall It be matches or ing the shores
by
held
St.
the
Louis
BEST
SHOES IN TOWN
beans," asked 'Doc Pflster, calling Interests at a heavy premium.
FOR THE MONET
for a round of drinks.
The report that William Huttig,
"Oh pshaw. Doctor, a live cent president of the
OUR
PEPAIINO
SPECI'LTY
Bank of
ante," cried one of the players, tne Republic, wouldNational
be
new
the
presiP.
A young woman with a $10 000 prize figure
UCCI
MATT
having arrived in town, "Vour deal."
dent of the National Bank of Com105 N. 1st. Hi reet
her viewa on beauty culture have b. come at once important says the New
On the next day the stakes were merce, is claimed
to
be
without
Vork World. "I eat f ur times a day." says this new Venus,
every raised; on the next, as generally hap- roundation
day I wialk about four miles. I eat what pleases me. drink only "and
pens after the middle of the voyage, make up by tho financiers who
light
the controlling faction.
and champagne and limit myself to half a pack of cigarettes a day." wines on the initiative of thoe who were Those
THIRD STrfEET
position to know say that
If there is any mistake about this regimen the lady has time to find losing the limit was abandoned. Now It will inbe aeither
Dr. Woods or W T
It out. She is only twenty-fou- r
years old and weighs only 145 pounds the Englishman's pile melted away, j Kemper.
an yet.
ami me tan. lean man who had made
Ten years of physical culture, so It is advertised, have produced this the complaint, won steadily.
The
Mind Your Business!
U3 Kinds of rteat) and Salt Meat
model in feminine symmetry.
There Is mention of dumbbells, hygienic Doctor neither won nor lost.
If you don't nobody will. It Is your
corsets and. perhaps for the warning of Vassar's
g
Steam Sausage factory.
The Englishman, whose phlegmatic business to
athletic
keep out of all
trougirls, an avoidance of strenuous outdoor sports. Yet the striking
EMIL KLEIN WORT
feature blood began to boll at his losses, bet ble you can and you can the
in this case of perfect development appears to be the absence of
will
and
more and more rashly. He had lost keep out of liver
HuU.llng. North Third Wm
aUwmio
and
bowel
trouble
rules.
nearly $2 000 when the ship passed If you take Dr. King's
New Life Pills.
Tliere are those who t, II us that our grandmothers took on physical Sandy Hook, and they were playing They
keep
malaria and
culture unconsciously, without thinking of Its inches, in the course of
How to Cure a Cold.
still. At last rate dealt him three Jaundice out biliousness,
their
of your system. tSe at
days.
For
housewifely
the Indian clubs they had the broom; in place of aces. He discard.-.twn
on
rnril,
Be as careful as you can you will
all
druggists.
the setting-up- "
exercise they stooped to the clothes-baskoccasionally take cold, and when you
rea. ied to the lino above; Instead of practicing high kicking 'below and
do, get a medicine of known reliabilme oaby to Hanbury Croiss on an outstretched foot. Evidently they rode
our newly
ity one that has an established repumodel
does
owe
not
rrn.l
her curves to domestic employments
We
tation and that Is certain to effect a
are tempted, houev.r. by her
ef her course in culquick cure. Such a medicine Is Cham,
ture, to suspect tli it really her proportions account
grew opon her ari l that she
berlain's Cough Remedy.
It has
mer.-limagines she has been in training.
gained a world wide reputation by
its
remarkable cures of this most
If there.
one thiiiir Albuoueroue npoil., m,r.- ih, u....i.i,.. ..i...
common aliment, and can always be
which she has needed for ., good many years. It is a city hall where
depended
upon. It acts on nature's
the
city ffovernmcnt can be maintained at less expense and In a more
plan, relieves the lungs, aids expecsuitable
manner. Not only would th.. city hall make a fine municipal Improvement
It makes no difference to us whether your bill of matoration, opens the secretions and
but it would pay for its. If i t tal avliigs besides reducing municipal ex- aids nature n restoring the system
terial
be
for
a
chicken
coop
the
or
in
ways.
largest
several
Iunea
As there is enough money In tho city strong box
building n
to a healthy condition.
During
the country, we are prepared to turnLsh th- - same
appears to be no good reason for longer
many years In which It has been the
at
In
delay.
lowest prices Our lumber is well seasoned, which
general use we have yet to learn of
a
single
case
of cold or attack of
makis it worth 15 per cent more i the building than
An eastern paper ay Hrvan can never run
i
grip having resulted In pneumonia
there are
.... ,rUes ror mm to take up.
the lumber you have been
1 r us.
Just leave th.- matter of issu s to Bryan.
when the remedy was used, which
shows conclusively that It Is a certain
A Long Island deer which hud avoided
SUPERIOR LUMBER & MILL CO.
the hunters for years has at
preventive of that dangerous disease.
last been killed by an automobile.
Chamberlain's Cough Remedy conFIRST STREET,
South of Viaduct,
tains no opium or other narroile iml
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
iClianeellor Day has no put in about hard t ines
raajr be given as confidently to a
lias gone to
Europe for eight months.
s to an adult.
For sale by all

!

t the

Large cans Tomatjes
3 xti
lbs. Prunes
10 bars Soap
New bargains every day.

FALL SUiT

FT HI I.
to Itonring Oulch if Taft was
He promptly put the cl ppers to til".
hay on Novi uuier 4, and now he
A

MEXICO"
L'ncli- Tol,. ilnuwr hadn't aliaved
Wi ravor the Immellate admln'on of the territories of New Mexico ana t,f his whiskers since the Civil war,
irtrvfis as separate tate In the T'nlon Republican National Platform.
but before election he neeame frisk suffering from l.ulul neuralg'.a wltii
during a ciih r argument and swore qu:n. y threatening.
and wishes to
th.it he'd m nv "em from Damascus thunder Taft had been defeated.
IV--

Best Goods,

Horse ninnkrts
$ 2.00 to $ 4.00
Mp Itohra
s.oo to
4,15
,
Auto Kotx-swater
proof.
Team Harness
12.00 to 41.00
Double Buggy Hir- ness
17.D0 to 24.00
flnele surrey harnc.s 17 no to H.nn
Huggy harness
(.SO to 20.00
Express wagon harness
1S.E0 to 26.00
Celebrated
Askew
4.60 to KS.OO
Saddles
Our Harness and Saddles guaranteed
to be as good as is on the market.
Parts of Harness kept In stock. Call
and see our stock before you buy.
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A D,SuTROUS EFFECT OP THE ELECTION

vihuqutrque. New Mexico.
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BnMI

LL THROUT AND tUNG TROUBLES.

GUARANTEED 8ATISFAUX0KV
OB MONEY REFUNDED.

E
Are you advmlatng
The Clliseur Your
petltora are.
profiting by It. Do yoa
tlilnk conservative baat-uemen are spending
money where tliey are
not getting rami la? Get
in the swim and watob
yonr eoataoaj grow.

as

et

ECONOMY

-

IN

LUMBER

tuir.

bi-b-
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PY MAIL

JOvBY

Xf'HfSi

Is the Best

Advertising
Medium
in

Albuquerque

PAOB TliHKBL

ALBLijUEIigUE UllZKTV
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SHAMtUSS

CHASE AMiULAMCtS

HIRELINGS

TAFT TO REPLACE

I
!l

ROOSEVELT OF

unnn rn iiiitii
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AFRICA

MOTOR CARS

BRITON

TELLS

-

mm

The Outlook

Change
From Roosevelt Policies
In Several KefpiCis.
Will

President-Elec- t

Sir Hdrry Johnscn Fires President's Imagination With
Storlob of oig Hunts.

for a
Prosperous

13.
Washington.
Nov.
ai.m
('.mover, presiding genius evi r I'm
who
While House stables
kno.vs
mo'-,- '
ii h out splints, spavin., shoe 1IK-- t'
t
and the heavts than any man In
the Roosevelt o linin't: it'.on a man
who can tell the ,ie of a horse, by
. $
jI
his cough may soon have to forg t
hU equine learning and study up on
carbureter, spaikers and petrol n
hoil hi Job. Humor ha.s It, nn I
motor car sales agents are cocksu
of It, that Mr. Taft Is going to depart 1
from the Roosevelt policies in one
instance at least and install mot n
ears In the stables of the chief cxm
where now brousthRms,
tiiti' n
carts and Victoria furnish the mod'
of locomotion of the first man In the
nation.
Mr. Taft hivs become quite fond of
the motor car. In the summnr he
traveled at least 300 miles in as may
different machines and not once did
the candidate suffer any delay or Inconvenience from a broken trace or
a colicky mare. The new executive
A FLTINO JUMP TO THE STEP OF A MOTOR AMBULANCB.
Is convinced that the motor car Is the
,
AMBULANOE SURGE ON TAKES A HAND.
thins. In Cincinnati his Kreatrst de- j
get
can
substantial
assertion that he
Philadelphia, Nov. 13." Wanted
Bptn (
1(rht wns n
Broth r
Toung men; must have nerve and a damages tr tne case is g.ven to n s Charlie's tourlnr ear. n machine so
once,
nig, kv thH wflv that It ean 'mrdly
in ai
ii is mona.roua.
sprinting record; good pay for the in "Nor
four-acr- e
do these remarkable person turn around in
field.
right ones."
stop at that. They use every subter
President Roosevelt has frowned on
get
newsfuge known to the skllltul liar to
This advertisement in local
the motor car. His tastes have run
papers Is a sign of the extent to which Into the presence of the accident vic- to timber toppers and single footer.
pretense
of Put Mr. Taft has Ideas nn the sub
the shameless business of ambulance tim at the hospital. On
chasing has developed in Philadelbeing a relat.ve, ol being able to iden- ject himself and shortly after March
acciphia. The chaseis are the hireling tify an unknown victim of an
4 the big barn set aside for the presi
of unscrupulous lawyers. Their busi- dent, and by use of any one of a hun- dent's equipages may house touring
ness is to follow an ambulance to the dred other Ingenious lies, the rascals cars, roadsters, runabouts and elect-Iscene of an accident and to badger try to pass the hospital attendants phaetons. The last named may suthe injured victim to retain the law- and reach the bedside of the sufferer. persede Mr. Roosevelt'
brougham
yers employing the runner to bring
"The motor ambulance Is provi. g and the runabouts may be designed
a severe trial to them because they for the use of Miss Helen, Mr. Robert
the railroad leauS through a rich suit for damages.
The victim may be suffering from cannot keep up with it as with a and Master Charles Taft, who for the
country of forest.
There la some
To meet next four years will be the most inambulance.
hooting there, of course, but that is broken bones and may be bleeding horse-draw- n
too well known tor a sportsman who and only ha.f conscious, but that this handicap thiy contest for a place teresting children In the land. The
really wants to go somewhere other makes no difference to the cold- on the steps of the car. Fights with touring car may safely be kept in the
blooded chaser. He persists despite the ambulance surgeon are frequent. garage subject to the call of the prej-Idesportsmen don't go.
"After a while the railroad leads the condition of the injured person The disgrace )l two men contending
up into a country of scrub and thorn, and the efforts of the doctors .o on the steps of an ambulance while
This Innovation In the new adminthe occupant of the wagon is perhaps istration will occasion some disquietrather disheartening in appearance drive hlm'away.
This disreputable practice prevai a groaning his life away is something ude among the rubbernecks of the
ana hard going off the railroad. I
wouldn't slop there. Hut keep right to some extent in most large cities, no civilized country but America capital. 1 he red, wh.te and blue cockade and the red- - white and blue ro
on going nortnwist, and tne rail- but in none of them so openly as in would tolert.te.
One of the medical s "The only humorous sUe of the sette on the heads of the footmen
road leads to the high plains, known Philadelphia.
as the Athi plains. These are great cleties has called upon Its attorney.3 story Is the frequent fights that tak'i and horses respectively have long
table lands, high enough above the to devise plans for putting the run place between rival ambulance chas served to Identify the White Hous
sea to be cool, veldt for the most ners out of busmsa and other socie era. It is not unusual for three or carriages.
Just where the rosettes
part, but touched with desert char- ties will take similar act on.
four of them to struggle for a place will be attached if machines are us, d
"It's a question of common human on tho steps of the ambulance as it is a matter that will have to be. lelt
acteristics in the.northerly uirection.
Goou shooting here, but not enough ity." said one of the hospital author moves away. If the ambulance sur to the private secretary, Mr. Carpen
Inland or enough off the beaten track itles. "Here's a man or woman lying geon la - athletically Inclined, as am- ter, who, by the way, w.ll be quite
crushed and possibly dying. Com 'a bulance surgeons generally are, he another change In the order of things
for a real sportsman.
oy at the White House.
ll
adds his mite to the
"iNow right here it would pay him a young man of aggressive appearThe Leading
Mr. Carpenter Is a much different!
d mean, of course, the sportsman ance and fire In his eye who thiuits trying to boost the entire company
to get off the train and go north his face into the Inter. or of the wag- Into the mud. It Is a shameful prac- man from Secretary Loeb. He la j
of the railroad to Mt. Kenya, a tre- on and tries to get the helpless person tice and If there is a remedy under younger, smaller and leas known than
volcano cone on the litter to give attention to his tho law we shall stamp it out."
the present confidant of the presimendous
The
dent; also he is not married.
whose base is surrounded by wonmotor car will dispose ot one vexing
derful forests, untracked and al
law on the statute books of the na- problem. The secretary is entitled to
Ah!
those are
most unexplored.
tion will have his place in an admin- a government carriage with a half
wonderful forests, and there la rea- VETERAN lOWfN
istration devoted to the enforcement ton of silver mounted harness thrown
son to believe that they contain
of that law. It will have need of In. It would have been a shame for
some animals heretofore undiscoverFOR
BEATEN
CONGRESS him.
so much style to go to waste on a
Very recently ' some sportsmen
ed.
power fas;
single man; a
found a giant black forest bear abwagon will be more
with
solutely unknown to naturalists. A
HOWS THIS?
Re- his bachelor tastes.
Another change-wil- but he frankly confesses that hunting
great chance in those forests tor a Hepburn Defeated After lxng Service We offeranyOne Hundred Dollars cancase of Catarrn that
ward for
person to shoot something new."
be that of Frank Forster, pres- as m pastime does not appeal to him.
In (iuveriinient.
not be cured by Hall a Catrrn Cure. ent
riding
assistant secretary, for Charles He much prefers horseback
Kir Harry said that the ideal trip
CO.. Toledo. O.
F. J. CHUNKY
We, the undersigned. Have Known if. Mischler. Not such a difference will with his cronies. General Kdwarjs
he was mapp.ng out would call for
Moines, la.. Vov. 13. After
Ies
beyears,
u
and
J. Cheney for me last
a return to the railroad after dally- serving twenty-tw- o
years as a repre lieve htm perfectly honorable In all be noted here, however, as both are and General Crozler. This exercise,
ing in the Kenya forests, and furfinancially silent and wear soft soled shoes with with golf, will keep him In condition,
and
buslnes
transactions
to carry out any obligations made grace and dignity.
ther progress along by train to the sentative in Congress, sixteen of them able
and the tennis racquets now littering
his firm.
Waru.nl plateau
Tho greatest change the adminis- the executive mansion will have io
that borders the in unbroken succession, William Pet- byWALUINO,
K1NNAN & MARVIN.
tration will Inaugurate will be the give way to the bralc and mldiron.
ers Hepburn of Clurlnda, la., was
northern end of Lake Vlvtorla
Wholesale Druggists, Toledo, O.,
la taken internalHall's Catarrh Cureupon
ouster of the Rough Riders and the Even the White House furniture will
in the recent election.
The
beaten
ly, acting directly
the blood and tennis cabinet by the Yale class of change somewhat.
literally
country
a
"Here's
The large comTestimucous surfaces of tne system.
(fwaiming with game of all kinds," day following was his seventy-fift- h
rree. fnce feo per botue. '73 and the veterans who carried the fortable chair which once was Mr.
sent
monials
Hold by all urugrists.
of the birthday, and the returns must have
continued the discoverer
constitution and the flag in the beas secretary of war In the cabbeen a bitter present. "Uncle Pete,"
Take Hall s Family Pills for consti- nevolent assimilation of the Philip Taft's
okapl. Off the lake to the north us
room
will be moved to the presinet
pation.
by
,he Is affectionately known
his
pines. No more will the Joyous shouts ident's
is Mount Klgon, an extinct volcano
again proving tho
place,
medium
rising out of the center of a min- colleagues, Is a man of weather-beateGarfield and "Archie' Scotch proverb, "Where MacGregir
"Jimmie."
of
PlAJiNKD.
CKL.KWIATION
IlKi
n
park geysers, height and tlgure with a
Yellowstone
iature
Putt, or Gifford Plnchot and Ambas sits Is the head of the table."
Honolulu, Hawal., Nov. 13. A
face, who does not look his
mud terraces and all that sort. All age
will sailor Jusserand resound from the famade,
The president's swivel chair In his
which
been
bus
or himself regard it.
strong mous White House tennis court while private office will give way to one
about Is wilderness of the finest sort.
of
form
a
probably
the
take
Iowa was a territory when, a child
wagon orators "n- - built on more generous architectural
Hunt here for a while and then keep
governor by the vari- the rubberneck
f 8, Hepburn was taken to it. His resolution to tho
patrons thut if they look lines. The library shelves In Secre-ar- y
tc the native kingdom of liugunda.
terriforin
their
the
of
bodies
ous
commercial
n
education was In the territorial com-i- tory,
one of the states of Uganda.
oLeb's room, now bending
that steps be taken officially to quick they may see the "president
in schools and In a printing office,
In 1812, a reaching for a highball."
"In Dugunda there ure not so where
In
the weight of "Tho Works of
Honolulu
held
have
he so well learned to dot his great celebration to make the commany game animals, but a wonderThe h gh tennia balls suggest som
Theodore Roosevelt." "Pig Game In
new
administrathing
ful variety of birds. Here the whale I's and cross h.s t's that no one since
else
about the
the West," "Camping and Tramping
pletion of the big naval station at
headed stork Is found a very, very has ever been embarrassed in the in- Pearl Harbor. The Important con- tion. Mr. Taft is an abstainer from With President
Roosevelt,"
"Tie
When struction work on the great dry dock vinous, malt, hop unl other Int x
Htrange Wrd indeed something that terpretation of his meaning.
Many Sided Roosevelt." "Henry Cabot
21 he was sdmitted to the bar, but
sportsman
agree
sort
of
They
Roos-veltplease
the
do
would
not
Lodge," "History of Theodore
of what w.ll cat'nir Manors.
the war called him irresistibly, and and other structuresmost
wno went Into Central Africa after as
Important with his d gestion. In this conned
"Roosevelt, the Poy and tho
be tne largest and
euplain, major and lieutenant-colonMomething new.
day
of
Man," "The Rough Riders" and "The
naval station in the Pacific will be tion be it said - also that the
he served with the Second Iowa finishi-go to
liuganda.
the
"Leaving
acrisingIn
the W.ilt House Roosevelt Rears" may soon give wty
year 112.
t o'clock
throughout tho Civil war. cording early In the Hollyday.
boundary line of the Kongo state. cavalry
It Is will end with March 4. Mr. Taft, to "Oreenleaf on Evidence," "Parsons
to Admiral
Henei
Hepburn.
"Colonel"
Pete
a
region,
Kuwensori
win on Contracts," "Chltty on Pleadings."
to the Mount
Roosevelt.
celebration unlike President
Rut he had already won promi not the Idea to have the
The
wonderful, wonderful region.
fot "Kent's Comment." "Colly on Torts"
at
and
rushes
out
t
bed
but
of
exposition
Jumiui
an
of
form
take
the
I HepIn 160, the
at
sleep
mountain Is 18.000 feet high, enow nence.
an
bel'eves
that
cold
a
to
fiat
tub.
to
weeks
uevoted
several
have
and "Hlackstone."
burn was a delegate to the Republirapped and yet so near the equator. can
program,
In which the hour is the best employment that
elaborate
Linconvention
nomUtated
that
unexand
more
forests
Here are
whole Pacific Hi et shall take part. time can be put to.
Cold and Croup In Children.
plored veldt. Animals all r.round. coln.won It was a lesser distinction that It will be recommended that a fund
The national sports will change
"My l ttle girl Is subject to colds"
In
delegate
a
he
he
when
became
diswas
okapl
new
was
purHere It
that the
with the swearing In of the
says Mrs. Wm. H. Serlg, No. 41, Fifth
1S88 and 1896. Twice he served his of $500,000 be raised for the
covered."
and that a comm ssion be at president. Mr. Tuft likes a fish iS St., Wheeling, W. Va. "Last winter
When pose,
Kir Harry, by the way is the dis- state as presidential elector.
once appointed to start work on the a gastronomic and sporting possibil- she had a severe spell and a terricoverer of the opika, an animal Harrison was president he was solici- project.
ity. He likes to read about hunting, ble cough but I cured her with Chamnever before heard of by naturali- tor of the treasury.
berlain's Cough Remedy without the
In bare outline, thst sketches his
sts. It Is a little like the giraffe.
aid of a doctor, and my little boy
public
Conthe
In
last
service.
three
up
get
out
"From here he must
has been prevented many times from
through the L'nyoro country to Lake gresses he has been chairman nf the
having the croup by the timely use
Albert and then down the Nile a Republican caucus. On the floor In
of this syrup. As soon as he shows
long way to Khartum and thenee Reed's day, he fought Reed as In
any signs of croup I give him Chamout to Cairo. A pretty j lly trip that, Cannon's day he has fought Cannon,
berlain's Cough Remedy for three or
for rules that would permit repreall told eh?"
'our days which prevents the attack."
than
Sir Harry is the guest of Am- sentatives to b" something more
Is for sale by all drugmere figureheads that weul I m'ke
S. S. S. is the bcrt treatment for Catarrh becanse it is a perfext Mood This remedy
bassador Bryce.
gists.
the rules committee the servant nnl rurif.cr. It . j the only nn.uiciue tl:at ij aUe to Ret down into the circula
nut the master of the house. Defeat tion end eni.zi
Hair Orexirr anil fYilrufinrilst
ana itn))ur: .i js waicu prouuca
I .c;arru:.i tna-..;- r
J rmovi
Onr work li 111GHT In every u- t
Mrs Ramblnt. at her parlors op-0- ni vi r conquered Hepburn. Reaten In t.ie tmu'.;
s are Kept lnuameu
s ana 1..
r ;
.' r'.u-ovHubhs Laundry Go.
- 1
th Alvtrado and next door t ene Congress, he wuld renew Ms r.r.d i r vi::.
T:
'.ej condition cf tl.s Mood Catarrh will oarunent.
fiii'it in another.
He Is a man of
Stnrges' Csfe l prepared
o
-..
tr 3 rytr j.toins, cf i;n; ing noi.ses in the
CITIZEN
courage, plain speech, not riiu..u.
-- n
thnmurh scalp treatment,, do hair
i, hea lathes, v. atory eyes, di.licuit
WANT ADS
tv a, r.i..;
nrt in .ill rhetorical, a thirough par'.l?-nii'iitdressing treat rn'ni bunions
.
BRINQ RESULTS
'.'..(.'.:? I'd heal'.'., cannot be tiernia-1..!'....
an. who exhausted every
Ingrown nails. She gives maaeag
r..i:liin-c.-ua- l
S. S. S. for this
Insenulty could supg st, or rnur-K- e ritm'.y ;
and mtntruMn '.
treatment
VnFaywood Hot Spring water wa
every
t! .' j 1t.o..'.-.- , ai: 1 removesfluij
si Ize upon to make the Houaf of jur;
Esi .hint's own preparation of com..: enriches thh vital
to awarded first prlre at th territorial
r
t
ar
o the sklo
i f t
n4 Rr preventatives a house representapl'Xlno cream tiM
i'Jve, I j. ' .'.ul.I qualities, in- - 'air.
'
tive In good t'uth.
Improves the eoiaplexlo. and
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p i l,v i.ii'.ur 'ies in the iiicu!
When a man who Is 75 years old
f Ik In ; (
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ing but what
also prepares t.!r tosle tast cares is condemned to wait two y ars. the tlutt. Then C:.:
Rut Taft purified the l !x
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i.''"'n.;v;! a.:l the
run, that makes It valuable. Our
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and prevents etnAmf 14 htr fall period seems Interminable.
will find a place for Colonel "Pete."
atea are Iowt for eaual service.
.... I ...:y
i,t
a.ivk'ete .:.l
i ... v.
bai't v. p.
where he can still be useful, though to ail who write.
removes
ts.i
Rubacrlbe for The Citizen and get
fcal.'. For any blemish ef the face Congress will know him not.
1
r
CA. the news,
....I 1 .
The man who placed the Hi phurn
call and consult Mrs. Bambini.

Washington, Nov. 13. The presl
dent Is as one in a dream ever since
the visit of S.r Harry Johnston to the
White House the otiier li ght.
for Sir Harry, besides being English uciminletrator for a large part
of South Allien, is the best known
twentieth cmtuiy tuplorm- of Central
Africa, a hunttr of African wild
beasts without fear and the heio of
a tiiuunaud auvciituies in Uganda,
liug-n-- a
and ttie Kongo.
And, ot course, tne president did
not get enougn of fair riany and his
flood of uain continent iuloriuatiou.
he lnvltea the inglmh baronet to
another evenii.g at me Willie auuic,
and the latter promised to go.
of
Hunter Johnbton declines,
course, to give an account of h.s ses
sion with the prcsiuent, but to an
lutorviewer he toid a lot about Afr.
can hunting and travel which was undoubtedly a repetition of the information tnat set Hoosevelt to building
air castles.
"Mo, 1 do not know, of course, Just
wnat plans Mr. Hoosevelt has In taK
Of
log hlf trip thiough All lea.
course I can not teil you Just where
lie will go," he said, guaruedly, "but
I can tell you where 1 would go if
I were he.
That Is, you know,
where any sportsmen that wanted to
get on the beaten track woulu go.
"Suppose I say that this would be
the iutal trip that I would take
mind you, I don't say that the president will follow the same course.
But this is what I would do: I would
take the railroad from Mombassa,
that Is where President Hoosevelt is
to take the railroad, 1 believe. .First
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TOMORROW'S BUSINESS DEPENDS LARGELY ON TODAY'S
ADVERTISING. DON'T LET
CARE of ITSELF
TO-MORROWTA-
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Prepare to get your
share ot Prosperity
by Advetising in
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free-for-a-

Evening Newspaper of New Mexico
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NAVE YOU A

ROOM TO RENT?
OR A HOUSE?
Do you know that people are almost fighting
for quarters right here in Albuquerque, and now?
An ad like this

th

FOR RENT Large well furoUkMl.
well ventilated front room, saodarn
OO Blaks St
and sanitary

,"

el

placed in

The Albuquerque Citizen will secure

you a tenant at the small cost of
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3

times for
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times for 50c.
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You Cannot Depend Absolutely
'
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-

EMORY

The chances are that four or Ave months after you pay
a bill, you forget about
It.
Suppose that same bill
should be presented to you possibly you could remember about paying lt:but nine out of every dosen bills yo
pay. you forget about In six months. Some you could not
recall after sli weeks. Pay all bills by check file vogr
cherks. Sir years afterward you can turn to the checks,
if neresxary, and produce indisputable evidence for every bill paid.
We will Im pl aed
rxdaln oilier advantages of the
cliee-klnaccount to you.

THE BANK OF COMMERCE
ALBl'QUEFQTJF, NEW MEXfCO
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"A Trip
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Boston Ideal

I

in Arms."

Tln-niic.l- i

Opera Company j

Presenting Comic Romantic
ai d Tragic Opera.
P Z
Change of 1UU Nightly
C
Same Exollent Cast
2
.

Ru-dn-

"A Woman's

X

ngs
Illustrated
n Mrs. Ilnnlmi.
Continuous P(rf irmicce 8 to

NOTICE OF 8AU:.
Whereas Leon Mandell did pledge
to the underpinned pledgees twen y
shares of stock of tho Leon Mandell
Co.. a corporat'on, for an Indebtedness of $2000.00, dm and owing the

10

Doqoocxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx)

TONIGHT
.

Mm
Rl

Perloiaiace
Begins at 8 o'clock.

Moving Picture

underslfined;
And whereas of said Indebtedness
sixteen hundred dollars la long pa t
due ami default has been made In the
payment of the same, and by the terms
of said pledge the said Stock was to
be Hold In cane of default in the payment of said sum or any part thereof
according to the terms agreed;
Now, therefore,
the unders'gned
pledgees hereby give notice that for
the purpose of paying the aforeea d
Indebtedness of sixteen hundred d
fhey will, on the fourteenth day
of November, A. D. 190S. a Saturday,
p. in. in
at the hour of twelve-thirt- y
the afternoon "f ?ald day, at the front
door of the Potofflce In the C ty of
Albuquerque, New Mexico,
sell at
public auction to the highest and best
bidder for cash the aforesaid twenty
shares of stock of the Leon Mandel
Co.. now standing tn the name of the
undersigned as pledgees on the books
of the Corporation, to pay the said
Indebtedness and the expenses attending the sIJ sale,
HARRY B. WKILLKR,
SOL PENJAMIN,
S. O. WEILLER.
DAVID WEILLER.

"Carmen"

BOLLER SKATINfi RINK

COLUMBUS
HOTEL
Cormmr

moon

mnd Gold

HOME COOKING

TONIGHT

Excellent Service
Particular people have been

Trouble of a New lrui? Clerk
Summer Itoardcrg Taken la
Hie IK'K and the Pipe
Tlio K lndlu artcel Police-ma-

pleased with olumbua Meals for
many years. Have you tried hemf
i

n

I

ILLl'STUATED SONGS
Sirs. C. A-- Frank.
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Twenty-Fiv'

A

209 8.
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Don't forget the social dance at
Red Men's hall, Saturday, Nov. 14.
Admission SOc.
vihent SI.90 per hundred. E.
Fee, 002-608. Flrt. Phone 16.

Iict

V.

4

CONSOLIDATED

rirtt St.

MEALS

AND

LUNCHES

WlE.
Come in the eating's fine

ii

"

No Fancy Price

COMPANY

LIQUOR

Successors to Mellnl A Eakln
and Bachechl A Oloml
WHOLESALE DEALERS IX

T

Animal
Freaks

I

t

tnt

The Musical Treat

The Haplpcst lny cf Hit Life"
'J'.n

Tnii'-sduevening, November IS.
The production is und the direct. on
of Prof, kurrcme McCarty, actor and
dramatic roach. Piof. McCarty ha I
the supervision of the present ition O'
"I .i iTinn and Py.hia-iseveral weeki
nso, w hi h Fcn d a d tided success
McCiny tins announced
T'M'f.
1 cvry prr parat'on f r the piny Is complete, nn,l t" at the youthful actors
are on'y waiting f ir the date of the
piocurlii.n of tiie play. The cast
some excellent talent, and tho
play will lie glvi n with a precision
and spirit, exceptional in such youthful players. No lines or scenes wl"
he omitted, because of the amateur
talent.
H kets f ir "Julius Caecar" are now
on s le and may b. exchanged for re.
served seats at Matron's on or after
November 17.

1

"

t

n xt

Five Nights and Saturday J
mm
iviaiinee.

i Tuesday Kov. 0

Something lnlnq All tlie Time.
"
Clmncf Ms'illV.

a

theater-goer- s

COMMtNClKG

Exclusive Moving Pictures

Hero 1

LIQUORS

and

CIGARS
In our lino.

We handle everything
Write for Illustrated Catalogue and
Price List, Issued to dealers only.
Telephone IBS.
(
CORNER F1R8T AND COPPER.

Earth

on

are calf
with bulldog head, Jersey cow
with two seta of udders, one
producing from the back, bull
feet, duck
with t legs and
with 4 legs and 4 feet, lamb
with 1 head. 1 neck, 2 bodies, 8
legs and S feet For lad lea as
well as gents.
To Be Seen at 313 West Central.

AdmlHMiiiii

These freaks

10c.

are alive Just

tha same as advertised on the
banners.

Tuesday, Nov. 17

ELKS' THEATER
H. H. Frame

present

from 29 we

Production
to Original
run In Chicago
Mm'

the: royal
With the Original

Wrri. II. CONLEY
50 People

A

BigT

and

40 Beautiful Girls

direct

chef

1

HE BROILERS

33 Song

Hits

20 Fun Matters

PRICES

75c

NOVEMBER,

$1
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14 AT

$f

MATSONS

GO

HAVt US

RfUClE

CARlAtC

rilR

Clean your lot, ceaa-x- j.
and
closet. One call per week at private houses 45c per month; two
calls per week, 75c per month.
Room 4
Poena Z40
GRANT BUILDING

Arizona Fair
PHOEMX
NOV. 9 to 14

Plumbing and
Heating Co.
412

Central
WtHONE
We-- -
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South Third Street with
I
r
n T
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Wall Paper, Paints. Oils

and Brushes
Personal Attention Given to

Painting. Paper Hanging
and Tinting
Shunt
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K.TL'IUAY'S SPBCIAL SALE.
small cans of Tomatoes
650
Sun Burnt Pears, per can
loo
2 cans of Blue Label Plum Pudding
,
J5c
t cans of Pears
35c
California, Asparagus
25o
18c pkg. of Cocoanut
,.,.150
5 pkgs. of Jelty Con
.....25c
6 pkgs. of Korn Kinks
26c
Apitczu. per pkg
O60
Large pkg. of Oat Flakes
26o
S pkgs. of Mince
Meat
26o
Little Neck Slams, per can
lie
2 cans of Soup
t
16o
124&0 grade of Salmon. ...1
10
2 tlat cans of Salmon
25c
St. Charles Milk, per can
,.10o
2 cans of Sausage and
Kraut.... 25c
One 16c bottle of Pickles and one
15c bottle of Relish
26o
Salad Dressing per bottle
,26c
THE MAZE.

I

.

ALBUQUERQUE,

$2.&04.25.

Don't forget the social dance at
Red Men'a hall, Saturday, Nov. 14.
Admission 10c.
Ilnw Is Tour Digestion?
Mrs. Mary Downing of No. 123
8th Ave., San Francisco, recommends
a remedy for stomach trouble. She
says: "Gratitude for the wonderful
effect of Electric Bitters In a case
of acute Indigestion, prompts this
testimonial.
"I am fully convinced
that for stomtch and liver troublea
Electric Bitters Is the best remedy on
the market today." Thla great tonlo
and alterative medicine Invigorates
the aystem, purifies the blood and Is
especially helpful In all forms of female weakness. 60o at all druggists.
BEDS AND BEDDING.
See our fine line of Golden Quar-

IToix-letor-

M.

Capital ana
Surplus

United States
Depository

$250,000
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TRUST CO.

ALBUQUERQUE

SEW MiXICO

Capital and Surplus, $100,000
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A. Chauvinl

OUR ASSORTMENT AND GET OUR PRICES

auH-piec- es

tered Oak and Vernls Martin finish
ed Iron Beds, and the finest assort-- 1
Our ahlrt and cuiiar work Is per- ment in the city of Cotton Felt and
fect.
Our "DOMESTIC FINISH" 1 Vei1abU lHwn Ostermoor
and
(he proper thing. We lead others a full line of the cheaper Felt
grades.
follow.
Prices 23.60 and up. Call and let
us show you whether you buy or
tArivTnv 00.
not.
Fur the. heM work cm snlrt walta
FVPREI.I.E FntvrrmE CO.
1
Mm LatjiKiry Co.
nairotilie
West End Viaduct

Ave.

wwwww

Shot Gun Shells

Loaded with BJack or Smokeless Powder,
Drop or Chilled Shot

VM. K1KKK.
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ewes,

City Scavenger
Company

people attended
the three broththe Methodist.
Congregational
churches ,n the upaclous parlors of
the Ali thoulfit church lant niyht. Be
sides the excellent menu prtpsied
We arc just in receipt of a Carload of Ammunition, and
for the occuslon by the Ladies' Aid
society or the Aietnodist cnurcn, a
are now prepared to fill your orders for
musical and jratorlcal program of
fend entertainment. The Congrega- - 2
lonal orchistia furnished several n'- - W
Bitlons during tlie evening and the'
Hpeak.ng and soli) work was done In
the banquet hall Immediately following the turkey feast.
Acting In the capacity of tostmas-te- r.
Prof. C. E. Hodgln performed
his duties admirably.
The flr.--t
was hearj from Prof. A. B.
Ktroup, who spoke brlelly on the
SEE
bringing to this city under the
of the three brotherhoods the
following lecture courses: Oplo Reid,
lecturer; Father Dalley, of Minnesota, lecturer; the Whitney Brothers,
main quartet; Thomas 9. Green .lecturer, and Alton Packard, cartoonist.
This program has already been ar
ranged for and will be brought here
oexUoeK:exsxjeKjtX3SX3
during the coming winter months.
They repreaent some of the best talent In the country and judging from
ULLGRAPH.C
the number who pledged their support foi the events, success Is assured.
'
Speller.
Following the address of Prof.
INCOR ORA TED
13. Spelter quiet,
Nov.
Louis,
St
Ktroup, tho banqueters were treated
I4.t.
s,
to a vocal aolo by Miss Iono
who favored her audience with
St. Imls Wool.
a very pretty little waits song to
St. LouU, Nov. 13. Wool firm, unwhich she was forced to respond with changed.
an encore.
A toast by ii. O. Cushtnan on the
The Metals.
New York, Nov. 13. Lead quiet
"American Boy" was then listened to.
copper easy,
14
Mr. Cushman, In his tosst, related 24.26(3)4.40;
many funny stories and won the 14 He; silver. 49 c.
k-r-s
hearty applause of his many ltstners.
The duet of Mrs. C. A. Frank and
Money Market.
Mrs. Hugh Collins was most ably
New York, Nov. 13. Prime
paper, 4if4tt; money on.cal.
rendered and they also wer forced
Albuquerque and
Vegas
to respond. Their duet song was en- easy,
per cent.
titled "Three and Only Thee." A
4
toast on "The Egotist as the Bane of
Chicago Livestock.
,
Society" by Prof. W. D. Sterling was
Chicago, Nov. 13. Cattle Receip's
also well received and proved on of 2,600;
weak; beeves, 23.40 7. ');
the most entertaining features of the Texana, 23.605.70; westerns, 23 66j
evening. In his toast Prof. Sterling S.00; Blockers and feeders. 22.60 W
aitto xpoke on school matters of vast 4.60; cows and heifers, 21.606.40;
Importance ani his remarks were calves. 5.f 0 ti 7.76.
well worth lUtunlng to. Miss Elwood
Sheep Receipts 14,000; weak to
then sang a , beautiful little winter lOo lower; westerns, 22.50 (it 4.60;
lullaby. MIms Klwood'a singing can- yearlings, 24.20 Sf 4.90; lambs, 23.76 cc
not be too h.ghly commented upon 6.11.
and the applause accorded her provTAR RIAie 'REPAlfelWiT"
Grain and Provbdons.
ed the enjoyment with which her
'OLACKSMITVI
give special atDec.,
13.
Chicago,
Nov.
Wheat
were
efforts
received. She was also
May, 31.07H.
forced to respond. "Martinatta," by 11.03
Corn Nov., 62 c; Dec,
tention to this
Mrs.: Hoy McDonald was most beautiOats Dec, 49&49c; May, 61 &
fully sung and proved one of the
many pleasant numbers of the eve- 61Vc.
of
business
Pork Nov., 314.37H; Jan., $15.-9ning. Her efforts were loudly applauded and she responded with an
highest
s
Lajd Nov., 39.20; Dec, 29.10.
encore. Pref. Crumm then recited a
;
May,
dp
V4
8.37
Jan.,
28.35
Ribs
and have exselection entitled ."A Discourse on
Apples." which brought forth con- 28.52.
pert horseshoers.
tinuous, laugher, from, those assemNew York Stocks.
bled, f from ,tko time the professor
New York, Njv. 13. Fbllowln
toy ,th9. floor to long after he beSend Your
closing quotations on the stock
came seated,
The recitation was were
spoken in. the negro dialect and was echangs today:
8714
Horses to Us
recited as only Mr. Crumm can re- Amalgamated Copper
96(4
cite.. One of the moat pleasant fea- Atchlxon
98 'i
do. preferred
tures of the evening, was the singing
115 H
York Central
of Mr. Cartwrlght.
Mr. Cartwright New
130 'A
Is a newcomer In this city and has Pennsylvania
1 17
an exceptionally good baritone voice. Southern Pacific
Union
121U
Pacific
a
For
Jlrat number he sang a selec58 Vi
tion from "Creatore," which was ren- United States Steel
113
do. preferred
dered in an exceptionally fine manner. Mr. Qartwrlght's voice Is pure
Kansas City Livestock.
and clear and his efforts of last eveC4OeX)eX)04X300000O0 (
Kansas City, Nov. 13. Cattle Rening were thoroughly appreciated as
was manifested by the applause ac- ceipts 4,000; steady to weak; southern omxDmtmomLmomLmoeKioKmotxjmo m oexjexjexeKjA'x(jex jejoexjexjax jsk.
corded him. For an encore the sing- steers, 23.25 4 4.90; southern cows,
er sang the beautiful
little ballad 22.20 St 3.60; stockers and feeders,
"Drink To Me Only With Tnlne 2 3.00 dt 4.60; bulls, 32.40n4.75; ca'.ves,
3.60(Si 7.00; western steers, 23.50 W
Eyes." His rendition of this number
was excellent, and the applause was 5.50; western cows, 22.50 W 3.75.
Hogs Receipts 10.000; 6c lower;
almost deafening. The slngera were
heavy.
accompanied
by Miss Helen Pratt bulk of sales. 26.50 5.96;
35.80 5.95; packers and butchers,
and Mrs. I. F.' Keeping.
The entire banquet and entertain- 35. 70V'i 5.5; light, 25.306.75; pigs,
ment was one of the most successful 24.256.25.
steady;
4.000;
Sheep Receipts
ever attempted In this city and much
credit Is due to the committees who muttons, 24.00 0 4.60; lambs, 34.40
N.
6.90; range wethers, 23.604.40; fed
had the affair In charge.

First National
Bank

CaH Including

Scenic Display of Oriental Splendor

SEAT BALE OPENS SATURDAY",

ctxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxjcxxx

ATTENTION

PROVIOJIG SUCCESS

'

Biggest Freak Show
Among; the wonders

oioantosxwtritoantotrMMi

Alhuquei qii''
have
Over two hundred
1 picas
int surprise awaiting them li the banquet given by
"Juliof
prolu.tion
hnmn
erhoods rvprest ntlng
, the
us Cae,ir." at the K ks' opera hoUM; Presbyterian
and
'
tnl'-n-

Admission
10c
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".Inliiirt Cnrnr" Will llo Prcwentcd In Brot.lirrlMMids of Three Cliurriira
(YiHl.hililr Manner by Ktudciit
In Style Lant Nlglrt.

ELKS' THEATER
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1XJOK BETTER
FEEL BETTER.
Alleen Berg's celebrated toilet preparations are a necessity In this climate from a scientific and antiseptic standpoint The age of miracles has
been succeeded by one of scientific achlevemitnta
Tho
.k.
Clean iness -follrn tha- ima -nt
n .. .
euuo.
oeuer is i appear toei- icti
ter; the know ledge that you look right gives you confidence.
The following articles are the best and most practical on the market guaranteed
under the Pure Food and Drugs Act, Serial No. 11786:
Bottle.
Velvet Skin Cleansing Lotion
i.no
P.ne Tar Hair Tonic Cures Scalp Troubles
!!!!!! !i! !!!!!! ! L00
Astringent Massage Cream
!...!!!!!.".!!!
100
Flesh Food and Tissue Builder
100
Bleach Cream
1.00
Acne Cure
1.00
Beauty Evening Cream For Face, Neck and Shoulders .
j 00
Ruby Conma the delicate tint for the skin
kq
Mignonette the best covering for delicate skin
75
Vlolette de Nice Toilet Water
"oo
,. . .
Send for our free book' on Skin Treatment.
"
e.
"AILIJlN IIE1U1. IX. PASO. TEXAS."
f' hi iv I as Th
Mrs. Ja. Slaughter, Al buojuerque.

h.

RATES Albuquerque to Phoenix $17.0, for the rcund
trip. Tickets on sle Nov. 8 to 14 inclusive. Fit al return
limit Nov. 16. Call at ticket effice for detail information
and programs.

tat

'""

T. E, Purdy,

Agent

.
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INTEREST

ALLOWED

ON

SAYINGS

DEPOSITS

HOLLENBECK HOTEL
A. C. BiUrke.

LOS ANGELKS.

John

a

Mitchell

TWO NEW eij:vators
NEW FTRNITritK
NEW
NEW PLCMBINQ
Fifty Thousand Dollars Worth of Improvements made this season
for Convenience, Comfort and Safety.
KIKE-PROOFIN- G

Headquarters For New Mexico
Eltctne Cars to and from Railway Depots, also Beach and Mountain
Resorts, stop at our door. The Holtenbeck Hotel Cafe
Is More Popular Than Ever.

J

ALBUQUERQUE CITIZEN.

1W1AT, WOVMHllEIt IS, IMA.

HAVE YOU BEEN TO

HOUSTON'S' GRE A
"

,

A

JL

I

I

-

AMI.

JL

.falUfitf

3
If you have not you are losing an opportunity that may n:ver again knoct at your door. We are not "holding out" staples in an attempt to unload a surplus of
merchandise, bat everything in our largi stock of Stationary, Sporting Goods, and Nw H liJay Goods is at your disposal at
slow-movi-

ng

25 PER CENT
CA M

10

3x5H

our price

!

Box Cameras, were IS. 00, our price
114x414 Box Camera and case, was $9, our price.
our price
JtKJVi Box Cameras and case, was $9.25,
5,7 view Camera with Plate Holders, was $32.50,

14x5
1

I

our price

ono-qunrt- cr

13.50
4.00
5.00
6.00

HOUSTON'S,

13.00

at

W.

4iiniirii

UH

Coal
$5.00
H HaWs Coal Yard

I

til L II

CENTRAL

mwiPUT
UiliUn

I

M IHE

BEFORE HE STOLE IT

IKS IHEATER

DIED

S

14 A

WjW
dam era. fitted with High Grade Wide
Angle Lens, our price
SS.tt
(The Lens Alone Cost $15.00.)
These Cameras are all in perfect working conditio an
are genuine liargtns at the prices quoted.. If you want ea
"HURRY."
8x10 View

I

urf

should be a fitting accompaniment to ail thai
important personage'
Noother belongings.
thing is more comfortable,
sanitary and safe than a

house-breake-

Phone

The Rlumber

"if

Bed

Iti-oth-

teio

")Xm

10

our price

The Baby's

Al DE180I1

Bt'

CO.

C A. M

View Cameras, fitted with Double Valve
shutters and high grade Lens, were $71.11,

IHE PLUNDER

SOLD

I

6'ix8H

1

AVENUE

of Colonel
Ideal Opera Company Presented "Fra Duncan, Arrested for Theft, OonfoKnes IVed IVnradailr, a
Taking Blankets, but Denies
John Uornulaile of This City, Was
Dlavolo" In JMtaMng Manucr to
E-Bleating Bltocs.
N
Stricken With Apoplexy.
hCONOMlCAL
C
Small Audience.
FPEE BURNING
A
recent
n
issue of the Detroit Free
Antbrmelf
Bl
ek
lamp OarrWot
Callop Amtrlc-William Harrison Duncan, the
Press pays tr.bute to the late Fred
The performance of "Fra Dlavolo"
All Ses for Stoves and
r,
mornthis
Borraualle, a brother of Col. John
at the Blks" theater las night by the
j
Aav.va Kindling mud Meter
Ulll Waod Si. SO Lea a
Boston Ideal Opera company was the ing mado a statement to Chief of Po- Borradalle of this city, In the followcomcompany
lice McMUlin. telling, how he
ing manner:
best yet presi nted by the
91
during the present engagement, and muted tho robbeiy of too residence
V
Fred H. Borradalle, 64 years old.
we.
catty
k. a prominent figure in the city govin the
was worthy of better patronage than of William Jonas
g
theater-goinDun; an made two trips to the Jenks ernment under Mayor Plngree, died
It received from the
public of Albuquerque. The box of- residence. The first vbUt waa one 01 at his home, XI Madison avenue,
fice receipts showed less than 100 Investigation, and In which he found yesterday of apoplexy.
what property there waa there tnat
Mr. Borradalle was graduated from
pali admissions.
Regardless of the small attendance, could be carried away. He found that the University of Michigan literary
work-ed
there were a large number of valu- and pharmaceutical courses and waa
(each member of the company
as hard as though he were play able blankets lying loose around the appointed a member of the board of
ing to a profitable house The sex- house. Tho next' day he visited a health by Mayor Plngree, with the
pedal duties of food expert. He
tette In the finale of the second act J' store on South Second street and bar-wPLUMBING, HEATING, GAS AND STEAMFlTTlNG
the blankets he also waa Instrumental In driving a
one of the best musical demon- - gained for
etrations ever made at the Elks, and'' had not yet stolen. He made good, heating system out of the city schools,
roused the small but generous and , however, for the next day he dellv- - when It was declared unsanitary. ReLatest things in Enamel Bathroom Fixtures.
appreclatlve audience to resounding ered the goads. Chief of Police M
cently he had opened a drug store at
applause. And a curtain call would Mlllin said this morning that this wo Macomb and Rlvord streets. He la
not suffice thene ninety and nine probably the first time in the history survived by his widow.
Ave.
West
back of crime In Aliuquerquo that a thli f
The deceased came to Albuquerque
faithful. The singers were calledTklpSSS
nA aan f irftln In A manner tA
old the swag before he had atolen It. in 1881 with Col. Borradalle. the
I
When visited in h e cell at the city well known real estate agent, and
the most fastldiouf and artistic tastes.
h was engaged In business here several
The fall of F. O. Burgess In the tragic jail this morning, Duncsn arose
of the gallant bandit, Fra lishly from his cot, .took an unsteady years. Later he went to El Paso and
Dlavolo. was one of the most splendid grip on the bars, and asked Chief Mc engaged In the drug business there,
llbnquerqae Foondry and Machine Works
exhibitions of clever and fearless act Mlllin In an appealing voice if he but his early association at Prince
ing ever seen in this city.
would plead guilty would he receive Edward college. Canada, finally drew
R. P. HALL, Proprietor.
'
i- him back east, where he became ac- -.
The bill tonight will be "Carmen," a light sentence.
Pulleys, Grade Bars, Babbitt Metal; Columns and Iron Fronts for
In the leading
guilty
tive
Bhuttuck
plead
in professional and educatlona'l
with
Miss
ho'
He
would
aaid
that
Buildings.
circles of Michigan. The father. O.
to stealing the blankets.
role.
Iron and Brass Castings; Ore, Coal and Lumber Cars; Shaftings.
"That means burglary," answered C. Borradalle, lives at Long Beach,
Repair of Mining and Mill Machinery a Specialty.
Cal., at the age of 87 years.
'
the chief.
Albuquerque, N. M.
Foundry East Side of Railroad Tracks.
NOTICE TO TAX PAYERS
"I didn't break 'Into the house,
chief," continued the thief. "It was',
6
all open. I walked In. Tho doors
now
year
1908 are
Taxes for the
were all open." ' rfr !.'
bepayable.
The
first
halt
end
due
"Tea, you probably unlocked them."
-comes delinquent December 1st, 1908,
eaest
OF
RANGE
"I simply went th4re to sleep tho ....
Is
per
one
cent
wnen a penalty of
ESTABLISHED 1873
first night, and dW n't steal anything
OLD RELIABLE "
an
1st,
1909.
added, and on January
until the next night"
extra penalty of 4 per cent la added.
This Is not bellevett by the police. Warner Hardware Co. Makes Special
delinquent
The second half becomes
as clothes belonging to Harry Jenks,
Offer to People Who Contemon
July 1st who was not at home at tne time, dison June 1st, 1909, and
plate Buying a lUingc.
per
cent
Is added. appeared the first night Duncan visit1909, a penalty of 6
JOHN S. BEAVEN,
ed the Jenks residence.
Tax Collector, Bernalillo County,
Tomorrow U the lnst day of the
The shoes Duncan' wore when ar- -'
FLOUR, GRAIN AND PROVISIONS
New Mexico.
rested have been positively Identiflel demonstration of Majestic ranges at
Co. s store,
by A. B. McOaffey a one of two pairs' the Wogner Hardware
DO YOUR FEET ACHE?
taken from his residence on Twelfth With the close of the special demon-streCarries the Largest and Most Exolusive Stock of Staple Groceries in
Monday night Duncan, how- - stratlon the offer of a $7.50 set of
Do you want a pair of shoes, comthe Southwest
bining ease, comfort, that look dressy ever, denies that he'itole them. H kitchen utensils will be withdrawn,
vl will give you the worth of your says that he bought them for ton 'The firm has decided to give the a"
of utenslU to any person who orders
For women and cents.
i. uney In wear?
AND
nu-n- .
Call at the A. R. Shplton store,
When taken before Justice of the 'a stove tomorrow, although thty di
Open from Peace Craig this morning Duncan I not wish the range delivered at one.
40S W. Central
Ave.
X RAILROAD AVENUE
ALBUQUERQUE, N, M.
11:30 a. m. to 10 p. m. I solicit your waived hearing and waa bound over, Anyone orJerlng now may have th
patronage.
to the grand jury under a bond of kltchi'n set delivered at once from the
$500. He will have to remain In Jai factory and the range at any time beunt I the next term of court before he fore Christmas,
This plan was decided upon so that
can be given a hearing, as all cases
have to bo passed upon by a granl many people who had decid'd
tint on by in
the
Jury. Even though Duncan shoull
chooso to go before judge Abbott and expert that th y wanted a Majist c
Title
M JCSTIC
You to
plead guilty to any charge that wou d but, were unable to pay for It at presand Secure
TomotrowONLY I Left
be made against htm, tho laws of New ent could have the use it the kitchen-war- e
Beautiful Set of Kitchen Utenll
at onee and take the range
Mexico provide that an Indictment
must be Issued against a man before when they were able to pay for It.
The expert from tho St. Louis fache can be tried.
Chief of Police MeMIIMn paid thl' tory of the company Siid: "In spit.'
morning that he believed Duncan was of the cloe times, whl h we all hopa
better, my
the man who hid committed all of and expect will soon be satisfactory
the thefts which took place on th week here has been v rj
west side during the early part of and I feel that It has been time well
spent We have sjld i viral ranges
the week.
and have order for future delivery,
which Indicates that the people have
confidence In tho future and are not
SUGAR 6EETS HERE
willing to allow the offer we ar
,
making this week to get away from
OY THE WAGON LOADS them. As for the Majestic, there I'
no better made. It has all the good
points that many years of experience
can bring out. The people of
I 'am huh Brought In Their Cfp To- only city
thla
know a good thing when th, y
ij
I'MAJISTIC
AJEt.T.c
ll
Cnfumy
day Hut There Was No One to
I
see it and my work has been eavy an I
Cn
Reservoir
pliasant. If times were good I am
Receive Them.
y nu5Wh
certain our sales this week wou i
have been phenomenal.
T. C. Garllngton. who waa sent to
'I hope Tho Citizen readers wtil
this city some time ago by the Santa call here before I leave t miorro
a
Kc to attend to the shipping of sugar night and see our demonstration.
If
beets to various firms In Colorado they are not prepared to purchase a
wno have contracted with farmers of rango now they may arrangi for futhis territory for their cropB, depart- ture delivery and payment, and by s i
ed for a trip Into the country this doing ohta'n the valuable set of kitch-enwamorning.
His absence, along with
which we are offering fur this
the absence of others in the city week only.
who are suppoKed to be on hand ln
order to receive the product from
OAKKY'S ONLY 25.
the farmers, was the cause of. much
Oalo y Is now charglrg but 15 cento
grow"
' t-of
nme
the
to
Inconvenience
Ljwa
r
fry
'.
i
Pot 4 Covw
Vf ,,'" i
ers who arrived In the city th.s morn for ha?k hire to any part of the city.
lOmEWom.
'T'- U
Hi
Uv. P. Ci CW
ing with their loads of beets for What's the use of piy'ng more when
QVmhlom.
you can ride in Oakey's swell carJ
sh'pment.
fine horses for 25
The absence of any one to receive riages behind
their consignments forced them to cents? Phono 19.o
sell their sugar beets to local dairy
Seven Years of Proof.
men who purchased the crops at a
"I have had seven years of proof
reasonable juice, owing to the fact
rethat Dr. King's New Discovery is the
that the farmers did not care to
turn to their farms with their heavy Lest medicine to take for coughs and
loads. There seems to have been a colds and for every diseased condimisunderstanding all around In re- tion of throat, chest or lungs," sy
gard to the handling of the beets, W. V. Henry, of Panama. Mo. The
years of
one Inconvenience In their handling world has had thirty-eigat Alameda was found at the last ptoof that Dr. King's New Discovery
J
Is
the best remedy for coughs and
n.lnute that the little city was minus
i inn I
S sssiniiaisi
a fal on which tt beets should oh colds, la grippe, asthma hay fever,
Drippn.r Pan.
Naverburrv Wire-Paieni
bronchitis hemorrhage of the lungs,
weighed before loading. The farm.,
fe .
ers therefore, were compelled to drive and the early stages of conaumpllon
their teams to this city ln order that Up timely use always prevents th
they be properly weighed and load- development of pneumonia. Sold un.
Several loads of beets were der guarantee at all druggists. 50c
ed.
ln tod"'- and $1.00. Trial bottle free.
)
trouht
OHO
f(TWW1ariiTaYWWiinav-afC000k33t)00CKDeK

Is

1

Iwomixe
rt talk
Not brranxe oam ras are llic only article which we
less In pr'ce than you wouM liave
eu of nil the useful and licantiful things In th s storo which may be yours at
to pay here or anywhere t ine at regular sale. We st II have some of thoxe elegant Handling, IiCatltrr Goods, ryrogrnpliy
Goods In variety uticqiinMcd In this city, anil Imidicd of thlnjrs for the ho'Uny. We advise an early visit.
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AliOUT CAMERAS
TODAY WE ARE TALKING
wc have not apace here to tell
lntorolng:!y aliout, hut
cou
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for Amateurs and Professional Photographers,
(Post Card Size) Folding Camera, was $20
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Wire mattress completes this desirable piece. Sides drop
down t allow the little one to creep into and out pf ctib
without being lifted.
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FREIGHT WAGONS

See Our Excellent Stock of,
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RAABE & M AUGER
115 NORTH FIRST STREET

Hardware and Ranch Supplies
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ALL THE WAY UP
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From the foundation to tlie shingles on tlte roof, we art) sell-lu-g
Building Material Clieaier than you have bough for
many years. Save at leav 25 per ceut auul
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BUILD NOW
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"(WAGNER HARDWARE CO.

Rio Grande Material
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Montezuma Grocery

Lumber Co.
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A.VD MARQCCTTK.

&

Liquor Co.

COPPER and THIRD

Imported

and Domestic

Groceries

and

Liquors

Pure Lucca Olive Oil a Specialty, Liquor by the
Glass or Gallon, Heer ty the Hottle or Case, Family
Trade Solicited Satisfaction Guaranteed.
Call, Phone or Send for Solicitor.

,
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Phone 1029 1
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MORSE AVlCTtM
OF IHE CURSE

OF GREED
Career From a
to a Multimillionaire Had
Bat One Object

IIs

Toor Boy

V.
13. Clias.
Now York, Nov.
Wall
Morse, the firm important
trect brigand to be sentenced to
tor his crimts
penal
serv.tude
against the trusting public, has this
to think of la his prison cell:
'Fifteen years ago 1 was assured
I
a. legitimate success in business.
produced a commodity which I sold
.. to
th public at a fair profit. A
comfortable fortune I gained and I
held the respect of my fellows. Why
was I dissatisfied with mere comfort T
I craved luxury. I had thousands,
but ureamed of millions. I went Into
tho realm of greed, and in Wall
street learned the great principle of
profit from public exploitation. I
formed a trust of all the Ice com pa-- :
Die in the metropolis. Then, to the
wretched poor of that c.ty I said:
Pay this tribute to me and give me
my millions or your children shall
Ale under the scorching summer sun.
I am the Herod of the twentieth century. I know no pity. I demand

ny

.

,

millions.'"

If Morse, docs have these thoughts
will he remember that from the very
moment he effected his cruel order,
Ice out of the
taking the
tenement
bands of the suffering
dwellers and inflicting a hardship
upon the million poor of his city,
tils success his real success, started lla decline. True, by that operation he wrung from the public $!0,- 000.000 of actual profits for himself.
And with ' these profits he formed
.the steamship trust, controlling 81
ships and seined 13 banks and trust
companies, and his fortune grew to
the enormous total of $75 000,000.
And yet, ho had no peace.
Does he think of thla In jail?
Morse Is engaged today In a desperate attempt to wriggle out of
the noose the law has set for him.
'
But
Maybe be will be successful.
when the history of the commercial
age is written his name will go
down at the top of a list of criminals. Not that he Is worse than oth-r- s
of his kind, but it was his hard
luck and the public's good fortune
that he should be taken as the
first convict.
justice,
uncompromising
Btern,
presided at his trial, and there was
to. the
mo Jerome to bar the way
prison cell. Searchers after real success will profit from reading .and remembering the life story of Clias. W.
Morse. Here It Is in brief:
Fifty-tw- o
years, ago he was born
His
In the Ice town of .Bath, Me.
that' plied
father wwntxl tug- boats
wantboy
he Kennebec rlvor. The
ed to go to college, but hrs father
gave him
job In his office at $2000
a year. t Young Morse hired -- a boy
or IIDti'a irear to do his work and
lie proposed o accept' $1000
withoat iclvlna service. Thla was his
'first attempt at exploitation. Ills
father possessed a higher moral code
and discharged his son.
Morse went to work as a "candy
barge.
fcutcher" on an excursion
selling candy and 'notions, and earned
' enough
to go to Bowdoln college.
He graduated with a good standing.
"While still in college he Invested
ome of his savings In a small Ice
eoncern and doubled his money. He
fcegan to study Ice in 1880. lie persuaded his father to go into the ice
tutting business. The firm . made
money.
One day Morse and his father
awoke to the realisation that they
were supplying practically every Ice
company In New York City with the
commodity. Then young Morse camo
i to New York.
He earned the sou- briquet of. "Silent Charley."
"He comolldated all of the retail
companies 'In tho city and ended
competition.
To effect his plans
Morse found It necessary td corrupt
the political system of the metropolis.
He made friends with Tammany hall
and ' interested Mayor Van Wyrk In
his Ice schemes, Inducing Van Wyck
to buy a large block of the stock of
his company which then been mo a
privileged concern.
Morse had no
difficulty in gaining from the city
docking privilege, and when he ordered the price of Ice doubled the
city government did not disapprove.

RESTORATION TO ENTRY OF
IN NATIONAL FOftEST
Notice Is hereby given that the lands
described below, embracing approximately 100 acres, within the Mania no National Forest, New Mexico,
will be subject to settlement ana entry under the provisions of the homestead laws of the Un'ted Stat s and
the act of June 11. 1906 (34 Stat.,
233),
States
United
at the
land office at Santa Fe, New Mexico, on Jan. 11, 1909.
Any settler
who was actually and ir good fa'tn
claiming any of said lands for agricultural purposes prior to January
1, 1906,
and has not abandoned
same, has a preference right to fhake
a homestead entry for the lands actually occupied. Kald lnds were listed upon the application of the persons mentioned below, who have a
preference right subject to the prior
right of any such settler, provided
such settler or applicant Is qualified
to make homestead entry . and the
preference right is exercised prior to
Jan.-111909, on which date
the
lands will be subject to settlement
and entry by any qualified person.
Tho lands are as follows: A tract
situated In the S.
of S.
of NE.
14,
the 8E. 14 NW. 14. the
K.
4
of BW.
of . NW. 14,
Hnd
the N. H of SB 14. 8c.
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survey, bounded and described as follows: Beginning at the quarter section corner on the west line of Section 19, T. 1 N. R.
E.: extending
thence N. 7.68 chains to a rock monument; thence 8. 86 degrees 15 minutes W.,- 84.08 chains thence N., 71
degrees W., 28. S7 chains; thence 8.
57 degrees W., 14 chains; thence 8.
84 degrees 4S minutes E., approximately 28 chains to the Intersection
of a line extending due north through
the center of said flection 24; thence
S. approximately 2.60 chains to the
center of Section 24; thence E. approximately 6 chains; thence S. 18
degrees 80 minutes W.. Approximately
6 chains to a rock
marked
,v:
H 6;
S ..
thence
degrees
and
fifteen
minutes
2113
lv.
chains; thenco 9., 84 di green IS
minutes E.. 20.45 chains; thence N.,
20.15 chains to the point of beginning. Variation,
13
degrees
30
minutes E. Said tract was listed upon
the application of Francisco Montes.
of San Pedro, N. M.. who allecres settlement In 1881. That part of the
above tract which lies within the NE.
H of Section 24. was opened to entry July 21, 1908. uion the application of Leonard Skinner (List 1350).
but Montez' buildings being situated
thereon the description in List 1715
Is made to overlap that In List 1350
for the purpose of adjusting the respective claims of tho above parties.
FRED DENNETT
Commissioner of the General Land
-

I

Office.

Approved Oct. 23, 190S.
FRANK PIERCE,
First Assistant Secretary

Interior.
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WHAT EVERY WOMAN .SHOULD KNOWI

STARTCAMPAIGN
FUNDS IRIS

YEAR
Your printed matter

a shabby repreneutative

Washington, Nov. 13. The
have given the country a
new Idea in the matter of campaign
One thousand memcontributions.
bers of that party have pledged
themselvts to pay Into the party
treasury a certain sum each year
for the next four years. This means
that the prohibitionists w.ll begin
their next national campaign with a
nucleus of 825 000 toward an adequate campaign fund.
The Idea has lou tested prominent
Kepubllcuns and Democrats. Why,
they ask, should not the older parties
begin now raising funds for the campaign of 1912. A h.gh official of the
administration, who has had much
experience in the collection of campaign funds is enthusiastic over the
Idea. It ought not to be difficult, he
declared, to find 10,000 Republicans
who would pledge themselves to pay
$10 a year; 20,000 who would pay $6
a year; 60,000 who would pay 82 a
year, and 100,000 who would pay fl
a year. This would mean an income
of 8400 000 a year. The collection of
the money, of course, would involve a
lot of clerical work and considerable
expense and It would be necessary to
maintain a considerable force of employes at permanent party headquarters. The cost of the headquarters.
the official figures would be in the
neighborhood of $100,000 a year, bu
there would remain more than a mil
Hon dollars In the party' war chcBt
with which to begin the campaign m
prohl-hibltioni-

PRINTING
Of the Right Sort
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If both parties were to adopt this
method, the scandal of campaign
contributions wouud be at an end. It
would help, if Congress would pass a
law requiring each party to make a
financial statement on, say, the first
day of July each presidential year,
forbidding the acceptance of contributions after that date and forbidding also the contracting of obligations beyond the ability of the committee to pay out of the total
amount published as Its campaign
fund. Vnder this system not only
would the campaign managers know
Just how much they were going to
have to spend but the public also
would know, and campaigns would
be cleaner than they ever have been
in the past.
As the two great parties are approximately equal in numbers neither would have any marked advantage
under this system and as publicity
would be an accompanying feature
with probnbly official audit of each
party's books, the scheme ought to
put an end to the quadrennial
cry
that predatory wealth was debauching the electorate.
It would be Interesting to know
how much money was spent on account of the campaign ended last
election. The total should Include,
of course, that expended by all national, congressional state, county
and local committees and personally
by candidates both before and after
their ' nominations and by seekers of
nominations who failed to get them.
No doubt the grand total of it would
be absolutely staggering; but as there
is no possibility of such Information
being forthcoming the public will be
spared the blow.
It also would be a valuable bit of
statistical information to know the
average cot of being elected to Con-preand of holding a scat there. At
the time the salaries of congressmen
was Increased from $5,000 to $7,500,
a veteran member of the house expressed the opinion that the average
member did not have $2,500 a year
left out of his old salary of $5,000.
In other words, that it took half his
salary to secure und hold his seat.
The London Spectator not long ago
published the statement that it cost
members of the British parliament
from $5000 to $10,000 to hold their
seats. As no salary attaches to mem
bership in the British parliament
the sums represent a pure outlay for
me honor fit serving in that body.
The use of money in parliamentary
lections in England la much more
flagrant than in congressional elec
tions in this country. There Is no apportionment according to population
and some of the constituencies have
ss

n1iMonr

hoon oriopuleri for so many years that
votes have a fixed and
price. No man has any nope 01
elected to Parliament who is not
able and willing to pay the price.

a few deaths have duck reported from
the seat of the cuttle disease. Doc
tors prescribing for the human patients diagnosed the disease as "ml k
sickness," the source of the trouble
evidently being the milk of affucteJ
cows. This disease is one wnicn pra- valled more or less extensively in the
central states during the early settlement of that part of the country, ani
is reported occasionally from the less
thickly populated parts of that region
oven today. The true cause of the
has never been ascertained until
quite recently.
Through the efforts of various Individuals more or le&s concerned, special Investigators, Drs. Kdward O.
Jordan and N. M. Harris, professor
and assistant professor of bacter.ol-ogUniversity of Chicago, were Interested in the matter, went to tae
seat of the disturbance, and made an
extended investigation of the disease.
Autopsies of cattle in various stages
of the disease were made and detailed
examinations were made of all tho organs of the affected animals and records kept of the conditions found in
each. Two human patients suffering from the disease were seen. Th
result of t.letr Investigation led them
to the conclusion that the disease is
caused by a speclfc bacterium whi 11
they have called bacillus lactimorbi.
A large amount of material was obtained for experimentation and tak n
back to the laboratories at C'hicag ,
where .ui extended frle Jl cultures
was made and a numVr of lnnocula-tlo- n
experiments were can ted on witn
animals of different k.nus, rabbits,
guinea pigs, dogs and calves belnrf

oe-in- a-

The matter of raising campaign
funda is coming for a lot of attention Just now, and numerous suggestions as to methods are being
made? President Roosevelt and some
of his advisers are known to have faa plan under
vorably considered
which the national committee would
look to the state committees" for Us
funds; the state committees looking
to the county committees and the latter to whatever minor organizations
the county may happen to be dlviucd
into.
This plan, however, was open to a
The
number of serious objections.
assessment against the states could
not be made on the baa's of population, for in Iowa there are ten or
twelve times ns many Republicans to
look to for funds as there are In
Georgia, though the population of the
two states are approximately the
same. On the other hand, were the
assessment made according to the
party vote in each state, wouldn't
there be a tendency among Republicans In Pennsylvania and Democrats
In Texas to cut down Instead of build
up the party majorities? The question In all Its phases Is a perplexing
one, but there Is almost unanimity
of opinion that some solution ought
to be found before another presidential election.
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has been producing the highest class of Job Printing for
the business men of this city
and the other cities and
towns of New Mexico. We
have always kept abreast
with the times and are better than ever equipped to
execute your order.
Whether it be a hundred
cards or a hundred thousand
edition, your order will receive the careful attention of
competent workmen.
We guarantee prompt delivery and full count.
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SICKNESS

The work so fur done is. In the
words of the authors, "but the prelude to a more comprehensive, study."
The purpose of this bulk tin Ls
point out tho possibility of tho occurrence of the disease in our territory,
to call attention to the work that has
already been done, and to ask thai
stockmen In New Mexico will communicate with this department or
with Dr. Jordan whenever they have
reason to believe that their cattlo an
affected with this disease. Information aa to the extent of this disease
among cattlo or other stock in New
Mexico is very desirable and more extended investigation of tho subject
will occur. So far nothing has be n
done in the way of remedial measure, and tho way In which the bacterium enters the unlmal :s not certainly known.
It Is probably obtained In the food. Whether any par
ticular kind of food Is more liabl
to contain t than j:hers is not known
and the investigators are particularly
anxious for more data which may
reveal some method of preventing the
entrance of the bacteria. Doctors who
may meet with cases of this diseas"
n their practice are requested to notify either of the above mention 'd
parties of suoh i'ae.. A preliminary
statement of the work which has ul
t a ly
bi en done by th se eminent
a
pu' lished In the
Journal of the American Medkal as
.Delation, Mny 23, 190S, whlrh shou d
'm consu'ted,
'y by tie m d
al profelon for fu ther inform!
tion on this subject.
The symptoms of the d'sease In ca.
le u" as follows;
At first there
a noii'tnbie d"slre to l'e do n. ac
pompan t d wl h loss of app tite. if
forced to run. the animal Is usually
.e'ye.l with
fit of tr mi.lin.. and if
urged too far will far. General. y
and
there Is marked constipation,
tnere 's gr. t weHkn
The anima
uua'ly dies quietly, th breathing b
coming fitful and w aker unt;l dea"i
occurs. Some ranchmen report t
a treatmi nt whlrh keeps the bowels
open (such as doses of linseed oil or
feeding Kaffir corn or similar lonsen-'- g
feed) ha proved bt neflclal.
1

CAUSED BY
WEED

A

Disease Among New Mexico
Cattla Spread In Several
Instances to Man.
Mesilla Park. Nov. IS. E. C. Woo-tobotanist of tho Agricultural col- lego experiment station, has issued
the following bulletin on "milk sickness, or trembles."
For the past four or five year
complaints of the tdekness and death
of stuck have been received from certain parts of the teirltoiy, paiticu-ari- y
the I'ecos valley in und aruund
Jansbad, 5in.l accompanying the-- e
umplainta have come specimens of u
:unt uhl h was supposed to be th.
.ause of thi; lo.ss. The losses were
I confined to one kind of
tj'k,
but catlie were most friquent:y af-- .
ected. The plant a. 'cum d of causing
1
l
Jenrod,
lie trouble (Die rav
oma heiui ophyllu) bad never before been aerusetl of being poisonous
out the compluiiiLa against it were ao
iniforni ana (out nuous that they
. e.
v d to be v II founded. Tile
v,,
belle ed by some to b
ae
a- - to "alkali po.in'nt;."
and was
I ej
I y .0 s 11. innor ri f. in d to
'
"i.niij" or tiles''
"tii ii l'l
ymp-im- i
s mi. w liat upon the
of Die In. IK. dual animal.
f;
i r.iini; Horn thl
a use was considerable; but, w hat is
I much more consequence, there is a
, .sense
of 111:111 which occurs assoc.
led with tii.it of the cuttle end a
number nf easts of severe illness and
les-go-
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Ills wife a Brooklyn girl, then
died.
The curse of (creed ns upon him.
Mrs.
years later he married
T.i
Ch menee Cottles Imlge. a beautiful
as a
divorcee whosi
Morse and
I'uiltnan car conductor.
hi- - new
bii..e reveled In the lap of
liiMiiy. He bought a palace on Fifth
avenue. In 1904, however he was
1'lu iikpiI into the black scandal which
sent the notorious Abe llummoil to
the penitent ary. 11 1k" had suddenly appeared upon the scene, swear-in- s
that he ha J nev. r been served
with a summons In Mis. Dodge-t- o
r.rsc's ult for divorse. The woman's counsel. Aloitlmir linger was
(ieaj. The wife Immediately brought
suit for annulment of her marriage
to Moise and Si cured It.
Then Dodge was charged with perjury and he tied to Texas, while
Hummeil was Indicted for subornation of perjury, llummell protected
Dodge and supplied him with money
source.
mysterious
from some
Eventually Mrs. Morse was restored
to wifehood. Dodge confessed and
llummell was convicted.
In the meantime Morse had formed
and was In control of the steamship trust, and he held In a firm hand
1J banks and trust companies in New
York.
A year ago, when the stock market was on the rampage, rumors
about the condition of the Morse
chain of banks started runs, and
several them went into the hands
of receivers. Subseqmntly Investigation revealed thefact that M'rse had
consclencelessly and recklessly manipulated the funds held In trust In
his banks for his own profit. The
failure of his banks In a large measure precipitated the panic which has
caused miU'.ons of Americans privation and suffering.
His life story is an epitome of
greedy ambition.
Prison, after all.. Is the rpal measure of his success.
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Attractive, Business Getting

PRINTING
As a man is judged by the
clothes he wears so a firm is
judged by the printing it
ends out. Do you realize the
value of a neat, well printed
letterhead or booklet?
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Homeopathic Physicians and Surgeon
Over Venn's lrng More
Office 28; Residence IO80.
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Practice Limited to Tuberculosis).
Hoars

10 to 12 and 2 to 4.
Telephone 88(1.
Rooms 8, 9 ami 10. stnto National
Rank Block,
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Veterinary Surgeon'
DR. R. L. SHARP
Veterinary nrirvr.

te-ce-

(Registered)

Office Phones Nog. 594 and 781. Office. 112 John Street. Home. 21i
S. Broadway. Phone 1149.
Albuquerque, N. M.

DENTISTS
DR. J. E. CRAFT

one-sixt-

Dental Surgery.
Rooms 9 and S. Barnet BaUdlng
Over O'ltlelly's Drug Store
Appointments made by MaiL
Ptione $44.
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J. ALGER,

Office hours.
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trained In those qualities that we may
be finally heard with patience, an
open mind and a full appreciation
of the great gravity and consequence
of this matter to th;s nation and to
human progress, beside which the
rights of the appellant pale Into Insignificance."
Mr. McDonald then said he would
ask the court to advance the argument of this cause, to forthwith Issue
a writ of habeas corpus for the production of appellant to upon return
of said writ, fix a day for argument,
anu "for such other relief as to this
court may seem meet and proper."
Patrick, he added, would desire to
appear In person.
Motion to dismiss the rase was
made 'by Robert C. Taylor, In behalf
of the state of New York based upon
the fact that the appeal, although
made four months after tho passage
of the act of Congress requiring appeals to the supreme court In criminal caaes to be accompanied by a
certificate from the trial court to the
effect "that there exists probably
cause for appeal," did not comply
with that law. This Is the provision
which 'wa successfully used In the
recent case of Herman Bilek, of Chi-

f ACE
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CGURT

Tribunal
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the IjiiuI to tilve Illm a
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Hearing.

NURSES

Washington, D. C, Nov. 13. The
of Albert T. Patrick, now
Confinement Cases cared for. Cabinet appeal
serving a life sentence at Sing Sing
Bath. Salt Glow, Hot Fomentafor the murder of William M. Rice,
tion. Massage, at residence,
was today presented to the supreme
MRS. C. J. P. BITTNKn,
court by Attorney McDonald, of New
809 North Sixth Street,
York. Patrick asks the supreme
Phone, 828.
court to review the action of the New
Tork courts In finding him guilty and
of Gov. Higglns In changing his senLAWYERS
tence from death to life imprisonment, which, he says la a more seR. W. D. RRTAH
vere sentence, and therefore unwarranted by law.
Attorney at Law
Mr. McDonald sought an opportunity to argue his motion for adOfaos First National Bank BaOdiaw vancement, but he was summarily
Albuqoerque, New Mexieo.
stopped by the chief justice.
In, his brief Mr. McDonald said:
E. W. DOBSOir
"We are aware that our complaint
la most unuHual; that our allegations
Attorney at Law:
wound the senslbllitfea not only of
the bench and bar, but of every de- cago.
Offlee, Cromwell Block.
cent minded person, and that our pro.
Albuquerque, N. 1C
ceedlng violates preconceived notions
What Would Ton DoT
of constitutional right and lawful
In case of a burn or scald what
procedure; In short, we anticipate would you do to relieve the painT
IRA M. BOND
that tho judges of thl court will be Such injuries are liable to occur In
so appalled by tho prospect of pass- any family and everyone
Attorney at
should be
ing upon our extraordinary and revo- prepared for them.
Chamberlain's
I
lutionary
charges
legul
an.
proposiapplied
a,
Salve
on
Cupywrlhea,
a
And
Pension I
soft cloth will rePatents
tions that they will instinctively re- lieve the pain almost Instantly, and
Caveata, Letter Pateav , Trade
coil from doing so. Wherefore we unless the Injury is a very severe one,
Marks, CUlana.
WaabJagtoa, D. O are at pains to anticipate to a de- will oa use the parts to heal without
14 F Street, N.
tailed extent our argument, In the leaving a scar. For sale by all drug- confident hope that our carnext ap- ' gists.
THOS. K. D. MADDISOX
peal to logic, reason, law and Justice
will so lay hold upon the Intellect
Subscribe for The Cltlsen today.
Atorney at Law.
--

Office HT West OoU Ave.

LAWYERS

Turn
Wick
the
isSf ft
jfjjlj,

JOHN W. WILSON
Attorney

timiiii

at Law.

Bldg.
Albnqnerqoe, N.
( Referee In Bankruptcy)
Ornee Phone 1178.
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at high at you can there! no '
dan get a low as you please
tliere'i no smell That'g
because the smokeless device
prevents tmolr.e or smel- lthat meant a steady flow of
glowing heat for every ounce j
of fuel burned b a

1

FUjl

&

'I"

I

j

PERFECTION
Oil

Heater

(Equipped with Smokeless

mm

Device)

You can carry it about and care for it iut at easily at a lamp.
Brass oil font holds 4 quarts burning 9 hours.
landtomely finished in japan and nickel. Every heater warranted.

--

rv i3

1.1.
London, Nov.
There would not be a case of Indi
Two million
hundred thousand men out ef gestion here If readers who tre subknew the tre-work! Three mil. inn fi.e hundrtd ject to Stomach trouble
digestive y rtue contained
memlous
thousand
upon In Dlapepaln. This harmless prepaothers
dependent
tlnni and the entire alx million) ration will digest a heavy meal withon the verge of starvation!
Fpur out the sLghtest fuss or discomfort,
hunilred and fifty thousand people and relieve ths sourtst, acid stomach
sleeping in the streets of London In five minutes, besides overcoming
eveiy night throughout the b.tterest all foul. Nauseous odors from the
.
r
weather of the year!
Briefly this breath. your
Ask
pharmacist to show yon
describes the terror that stalks by
the formula plainly printed on each
tiny and night In Kngland today.
of Pape's Diapepsin, then yoa
For years past the few In England
have been getting richer and richer will readily understand why this
and their standard of luxury gone promptly cures Indigestion and rehigher and hlRher. But all this time moves such symptoms as Heartburn,
employment hns been decreasing and a feeling like, a lump of lead In the
poverty has become rampant to an stomach, Belching of Gas and Erue-itatioof undigested
food. water
extent hitherto unknown.
I
At the present moment all Eng- brah, Nausea, Headache, Biliousland is wondering what Is going to ness and many other bad symptoms;
happen before this winter ends. Are snd, besides, you will not need laxa"In
sll thtse millions of people to tives to keep your Ftomaehan6T
'
starve In the streets, or will they testines clean and fresh.
take the law Into their own hands ' It your titomaeh Is sour or your
and aeize by force the food which food doesn't digest and your meals
nt
don't tempt you, why not get a
they are otherwlseunable to get
cae today from your druggist
The blight of this terrible poverty
has brought England to a crisis. and make life worth living? AbsoSomething has to be done at once. lute relief from Stomach misery an
Something entirely revolutionary to perfect digestion of anything you eat
what has ever been attempted be- Is sure to follow five tnJnuten after,
fore. The day has gone by when and, tesides. one case Is often sufficars and eyes can be shut to the ter- cient to cure a whole family of such
trouble.
rible scenes occurlng every day.
Surely, a harmless.
Inexpensive
Salvation army officers are the
best authorities on these conditions. preparation like Dlapepaln, which, wilt
This Is their city. In lvmdon alone always, either at daytime or during
night, relievo your stomach' misery
they say 1 000. 000 men
h
'Of the entire population
are out of and digest your meals. Is about: as)
work or working for a fifth of their handy and valuable a thing 'as yod
usual wages. At a conservative es- -t could have In the house.
mate, another two millions
who
HOTKL AIUUVAI.S.
depend upon them are more or less
starving.
Alvarado.
Wherever one goes one cannot escape these pitiable creatures. Walk
W. A. Davis, ' Los Angeles; vGeorge
along the Thames embankment
Been, Denver; E. E. Norton, El Paso;
P. J. Case. Chicago; Sam Hester,
the fineit thorouehf;ire In Europe
any night and thousands and thou- Toik; A. S. Healy. New Tor: Moa- sands of them are to be seen. There rls Myers. New Tork; Charles Moorthey lie on the cold stones, huddled man, What Cheer, la.; H. 8. Waggonup against one another for warmth er. Chicago; W. H. Wallace and. wife.
with the lucky few holding tightly Long Beach; H. D. Weeks, Chicago;
to the old newspaper which they E. E. Wells. Denver; B. M. McDonald,
have been able to secure as a C. D. Folks. E. F. Rockefellow, New
blanket.
Tork; L. F. Mimmell, Kansas City;
Qo to any of the bridges or to Will H. Bhankan. Chicago; J. E.
any archway and the same sight Is to
Las Vegas; C. D. Nicholson
be seen. Lucky are those few who and wife. New Albany, Ind.; F. P.
are allowed to fake shelter in the Thomas, Denver; L. K. Jones, Alton.
railway depots. A place on a stair- HT.; O. H. Davidson, Denver; 1. K.
way is a godsend, and even a door- Hult, Lawrencias; W. B. Wlttwer, Lou
step la a welcome couch where fam- Lunas; J. H. Burkhalder, Las Vegas;
ished, weakened bodies may find rest W. E. Osborne, Sam Francisco; C. T.
nd the sleep they crave. 'Anywhere Thurber, Chicago; O. D. Pratt,
o;
to lay their heads.
H. W. Kllcn, Santa Fe; W. H.
So far the work of relief has been Daum, Loa Angeles.
largely left to private agencies. The
Salvation Army and the Church arStnrgcs.
my are doing the most. The former
J. U. Robertson, Denver; W. R.
has portable soup kitchens
which Smythe. W. M. Coebel, Santa Fe; C
are taken round and the hungry giv F. Mason, Greely, Colo.; W. Witiwer,
en meals 6f soup and bread.. Any Los Lunas; T. P. Talle, Gallup; "It. O.
night on the Thames embankment i Coulter, Macon, Mo.; L. R., Charles.
one sees a line of these stretching Montpeller, O.; W. B. Swords. St.
to a length sometimes of a mile and Louis; L. A. Roser W. H. Bhed. Dena half, awaiting this dole which Just ver; F. L. Barke. Hagan; L. E. Ryder.
keeps them alive.
s,
Lancaster, Pa.; Robt. J. Walker
The Salvation Army has accomAria.; H. F. Parker and avlfe,
modations for a few In sleeping Huntington, W. Va.; J. Ehrllch, San
Khelters.
But a charge of 4 to 8 Francisco.
cents la made for them, and for one
admitted a hundred must bo turned
Savoy.
away. The army also has a system
L. H. Rich and family. Pralto.
of giving the unemployed a meal Calif.; W. W. , Shcrrod. Santa Fe; 8.
and shelter for chopping firewood. N. Neville, Estanclas J. A. Lutt, Las
Hut hern again only tho lucky few Vegas; D. W. Halsted. Sheboygan; M.
secure even this help.
T. Hunt. Waverly. N. T.
The church army works on much
the same lines as the Salvation
Crulge.
Army. They now have brought Into
J. S. It u ess, Denver,
vogue a system of "labor tents "
where the man can do a little work
CAXT BE SEPARATED.
and secure a night's lodging and
food.
The church army, principally Some
Albuquerque People
Have'
owing to the energy of Its head,
Learned Hour to Get Kid of
Prebendary
Carlile,
securing
is
Roth.
more help from private sources than
Backache and kidney ache are twin
any other agency. ' But their cry Is
brothers.
the same as all the rest, "we can
Tou can't separate them.
only Just deal with the fringe of the
you can't get rid of the backAnd
distress."
you cure the kidney ache.
ache
until
chll-reBut what of the women and
kidneys are well and strong,
If
the
the millions of helpless ones? the
of the system Is pretty sure
How do they exist? What Is done to rest
In vigorous health.
be
for them?
Doan's Kidney PilU make strong,
Taken all around, even less than healthy kidneys.
for the men. A few shelters here
Mrs. Frank Ray of S16 Baca ave.,
and there, a few scattered private Albuquerque,
N. M., says: "Doan's
homes, the poorhouses for the rest
Kluney Pills were first brought to my
If there happens to be room and
attention about four years ago while
the street for the majority.
living In Helena, Mont. Mr. Ray bad
No sight In this world can be more been
for some time with atpathetic than that of a woman, one tacks troubled
severe pains In his back, and
of
who has obviously seen better days, he used them with the most satisfacriming wearily along the streets, tory results. The good opinion he
holding her half starved children by then formed of Doan's Kidney
Pills
the hand. But this Is one of the has strengthened
time aa other
commonest of sights In the large appeals made to with
always
them have
towns of England.
brought relief
proved that they
In the east end of London alone can be dependedandupon
not only to reone can find a dozen schools where, move backache but to
relief
out of S00 scholars 460 have been from all rheumatic pains. give
We alwayr
sent to school without a meal of mean to keep a supply of Doan's
Kidfood.
ney Pills on hand to have In case of
The.' are the desperate condi- need, and whenever we hear one
tions in England today, and many complaining of any symptoms
kidthinking men and women whu are ney trouble sdvltte the use of of
Doan's
not Hlurnil.Ht
believe that before Kidney Pills."
l"iij the starving multitude will tnke
For sale by all dealers. Price (t
the law into their own hands and cents. Foster-MIlbur- n
Co., Buffalo, N.
tuki' by force what they an: not
V.. sole agents for the United Statea.
f work fur. Several of their Remember the name Doan's and
leader are being prosecuted for giv- tske no other.
IT
ing them this very advlre. and It will
surprise no one If before long they
-
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Gold Ave.
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The reason we flu sr enucn noUUH 1SS1 Booth Walter Street. Pbuste 8M
HOTKL CKAIOE. 118 W. Silver
DRY work Is because we do it right
Nicely furnished rooms, steam and at the price you cannot afford to
INSURANCE
heat, baths and all convenience, taw It done at boose.
SixmIbI wwfcly rate.
IMKHUI UPVTtRV.
H. A. bLEYSTKK
0
FOR RENT Three furnished flats,
two three rooms, $20.00; one two
PILES CUKi:i IN 0 TO 14 DAYS
laeorance, Real EMate, Notary
rooms, $18.50. Electric lights, bath, PAZO OINTMENT Is guaranteed n
Public.
large yard, desirable location. En- cure any case of Itching. Blind, Bleed.
quire at Albright Art Studio, 111 W Ing or Protruding Piles In to 14 daya
TTfttms 18 and 14, Cromwell Block
North Third street.
or money refunded.
ijUMaere,De, N. M. Phone 184
furnished
well
FOR R11NT Two
rooms, down town, separate from
A. E. WALKER
other parts of building, tlrst floor;
gas and city water. Two dollars
and fifty cents a week. Inquire
Fire Inauraaos
40 W. Copper Ave., or 219 W. Gol.l
II I sW till
l
11.
Beomary Matnal Building AaenclatJe'
Ave.
81f West Central Aveane.
rOT. RENT Furnished roomssteam
Thecleanest.iightest
heat. Orand Central Hotel, corner
comlortabsj
most
and
Watched llfu-eYears.
tnd St. and Central Ave.
v
POMMEL
"For fifteen years I have watched
the working of Bucklen'a Arnica
FOR RENT
SLICKER
Salve; and it has never failed to cure
At the same time
sore, boil, ulcer or burn to which
any
TOR RENT Two rooms steam heatcheapest In the
It was applied. It has saved os many
ed suitable for offices or dressmakend because It
a doctor b'U," says A. K. Uardy, of
ing. Either furnishi'd or unfurnishwears longest
Kast Wilton, Maine. !6c t all drugInquire Room 5, Grant flats.
ed.
gists.
35P Ererjwhert
W. Central Ave.
103
Rgarment.
FO- RENT Houses 4 to 7 rooms, Every
t Buueuwriil advertlMlag an runs a
guaronieeu
W. II. McMll-llofurnished.
Catalog tree
4 proHerma buwneaa
waterproof
rbe Hum
Real Estate Iiroker, III V.
e)
readaiea all rlawaee,
TO CAN I
p.

AN

Two and a Half Million Men Distress From Indigestion or
Out nf Wo k and I heir Fom
a Dlsurdered Weak Mumach
Hies Dependent on Charily.
Goes In Five Minutes

RROXSOX

F urn Ished Rooms

ave-nu-

MISERY WILL

EftGLAND

West end Viacuct.

sssaaeaasaasaiisBasBBBBaK

A. O. SIIORTLE, M.

in

STOMACH

rs-ier-

are famous for

FtHRFLlF fL'KMTt'RE

Albn-qaerqu-

DK8. BRONSOX

the

Fffft

L, r.URTON, M.

Physician and Surgeon.

Mo-Into- sh

har

(Mr lone and qulny
One StNiid urt Tnlki' p Mncliine with
tinndsiinie fluwer lmrn
u
cvrrv eus'onii'r win se cash T C ff
J)OU
puri iii'Ses nniotiiit to

PHYSICIANS

MONEY to LOAN

Alvarado
WANTED Mangle girls.
.
Hotel Laundry.
at once.
'WANTEDTwo tinnercompany,
On Furniture, Pianos, Organs, Hors--e.
e,
Hardware
Wagons and other .battels, also
N. M.
en SALARIES AND WAREHOUSE
my RECEIPTS, as low as $10
aa
WANTED People to know that
avenue high as $$00. Loans are and
quickly
tore at 403 West Central
open from made and strictly, private. Time:
will in the future be
11:30 a. m. to 10 p. m. The A. u. One month to one year given. Ooods
remain In your possession. Our rates
fihelton Store.
WANTED Young man desires po are reasonable. Call and see us before borrowing.
sition as stmograpner
THE HOI'SEnOU) LOAN CO.
Best of references; will
keeper.
fcegln at low salary. E. J. R.. care Steamship tickets to and from al
parts of the wurld.
Citizen.
Rooms 3 and 4. Oram Bldg
requires
toagaime
WANTED Success
303 H Wes Central Avenue.
In Albuquerthe services of a man
PRIVATE OFTICES
subscripexplilng
que to look after
Open Even, gs.
by
tions and to secure new bus.ness
unusualmethods
means of special
AGENTS
position permanent;
ly effective;
jerlence, b'U
ppllcant with WANTED Agents to sell newly patented rapid selling household speitlons; aalary
cialty for manufacturers; great demmlsston
B
mand with large profits. Address
Manufacturer,
P. O. Box 170$,
.
Success
o k
ia: T'H.
Pittsburg, Pa.
'ork.
&rjz
a child de- - AobMn Art yuu an aantr Do you
WTfc-W(ll7'x
t housework
want to be an agent? Do you want
r j,.. ti n . .
ress, 700 W.
'" i,r
to make money In your spare time,
.i' i.eeri'.r;
e
or get Into a permanent bsslnes.iT
:..:
Send for free copy of this month's
ew more va- . .tHreptif men
"Thomas Agent' ' Read about new
agency propositions, new plans and
to sell a general Una of groceries
sure money-makinpointer a and exto farmers, atocamen ana
periences of thousands of successunnecesExperience
consumers.
ful agent. If already an age.it,
sary; no Investment; exclusive terstate what you are now telling. Ad.
ritory; commissions advanced; oir
dress today, Thomas Agent, 190
goods are guaranteed to comply
Wayne Ave., Dayton, Ohio.
la the
with all pure food laws. Thisseason,
grocery salesman's harvest
FOR SALE
aa well as the farmer's; exceptional
Write today for paropportunity.
Co. FOR SALE Transient hotel and
John Sexton
ticular. grocers,
ake and FranK-tl- n
rooming house. Box 44.
wholesale
streets, Chicago.
FOR SALE Nice driving and saddle
horse, second-han- d
buggy and harness separate. W. H. McMllllon,
SALESMEN
111 W. Gold Ave.
and
or
horse
CTCUB
SALE Hot air turnace, cheap,
FOR
MOTOR
tllO.OO
g
as good as new. heats t rooms. Apbuggy furnished our men for trar-Unexply 710 E. Central.
and $85.00 per month and the
pense-,
to take orders for
targe and
FOR
SALE Roasters,
greatest portrait house In the world.
small, will be closed out for cash,
a
postpaid,
"
receive,
will
Yon
at cost beginning Friday, Novemtlful ltxIO reproduction of oil
ber 13. The A. R. Bhelton Store,
painting In answer to this ad. Whits
401 West Central.
Chicago.
tit,
SALE A fine Hardman piano,
rOR
salesmen
experienced
WANTED 600
good as new. beautiful tone. A
to sell
of good address at once
chance to possess an Instrument of
Mexican lands; Mg commissions;
unexcelled make at just half what
our beat men are making $500 ro
It Is worth. On exhibit at Whit-son- 's
everybody buys
$1,000 a month;
Music Store, 134 South Secland. Mexican West Coast Com
ond street, Albuquerque.
pany, Kansas City. Mo.
OR SALE Underwood typewriter,
WANTED Capable sales man to covline.
$3$. Mlllett Studio.
tf
er New Mexico with staple$100.00
High commissions, with
FOR SALE A .4$ calibre Colt's repomonthly advance. Permanent
volver, slightly used. 8., Cltlsen
sition to right man. Jess II. Smith
offlo
i Co..
Detroit. Mich
WOB.
SALE Milton &,
SALESMEN lnterestea in Post Card
trotter, fast and stylish. Also three
aide Une, write for our new offer.
young Jersey cows. 1431 So. Bwy.
Free sample outfit, highest comGeo. A. Blake.
missions. We manufacture comteam, wagplete line of albums, stands, cards, FOR SALE Heavy2 work
good milch cows
on and harness,
views. Continental Art Co., $$ W.
and a heifer. Inquire ' at Cltlsen
Monroe St., Chicago.
office.
any
line
In
Experienced
9A.eiMiN
honey, 10
to sell general trade In New Mexico. FOR SALE Extracted
pounds for $1.00; 60-lcan for
An unexcelled specialty proposition.
weekly
$15.00
$5.00.
Order by postal of W. P.
Commission with
Conil-nentexpenses.
The
Allen, P. O. box 202, Albuquerque,
advance for
Jewelry Co.. Cleveland. Ohio.
N. M.
Experience- -, to sell our FOR SALE 935 lambs In good conSALESMAN
tine cakea and candy specialties todition. About five miles north of
the retail grocery trade In AlbuCorrales, near Rio Grande. Alequerque and adjoining territory.
jandro Sandoval, Sandoval, N. M.
Lowest prices; highest quality; libTelephone or call.
exclusive
contract;
eral commission
Com
territory. The Roser-RuakLOST
FOUND
pany, Kenton, Ohio,
WANTED We have a few more va- FOUND The swellest hat In the city
cancies for honest, energetic mea
for the least money. Madim Steward-to aell a general line of groceries to
Lamb,
212 8. 2nd St.
large
farmers, stockmen and all
unnecesExperience
consumers.
MALE HELP
sary; no Investment; exclusive territory; commissions advanced; our
goods are guaranteed to comply WANTED Traveling salesmen and
with all pure food laws. Thta
general agents. Write and we wilt
seahe grocery salesman's harvest
explain how we pay from $85.00 to
excepson as well as the farmer's;
$150.00 per month and traveling exWrite today
penses. No canvas: lng necessary.
tional opportunity.
John Sexton
for particulars.
We need men In every section of
Co., wholesale grocers. Lake and
the United States. Write now beFranklin streets, Chicago.
fore It is too late. R. D. Martel,
Chicago, 111. Dept. 73.
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YOUR

o.

Stani ar

PKR.SONAL

a-

y rriard Ivvii'dt ol Hft'ids
and nth. rl sirtirrentiil Mn-iSnnys,
Stories. Iiecl at inns, etc., and nsure
io-,yoursel' thut 'lus is the l oifercd.
Voj lmy I'til.v tlio roc ids.

See In a Month

i
WANTED

:mu

natural
Talkhg and
Singing Machina
To e

Ca" ntmir s'ore

They Reach More People Daily Than You

MILLIONS ARE

.

Iteyb Lamp

winter evenings. Steady,
brilliant light to read, tew or knit by. Made of
brass, nickel plated, latest improved central draft
burner. Every lamp warranted. If your dealer cannot supply Perfection OJ Healer or Rayo Lamp
write our nearest agency for descriptive circular.
CONTINENTAL OIL CO.
decor uoralrdi

-

,

Chl-csg-

I

Wit-Ham-

.

n,

tak-

If.

of the

womiEN

IIwal

Sick
This distressing disease results from
a disordered condition of the stomach, and can bs cured by taking
Chamberlain's Somach
and Liver
Tablets. Get a free sample at any
dr-- g
store and try It.
o

Want ads printed) tn the CI Usee

will brine; reaults.

MEET

vortrj

EVERY FRIDAY
IleeA R.-rlil
Fwmln
v

MS

Kharp.

FOREST IN ELKS' THEATER

r.

S4.
K. W. Moore, C.

CL

D. E. Phillip. Clerk.
49t Went Lead Aveaaa.
VLSm.a SOVEREIGNS VEL
COME.

e

I

MCH MOOT.

HTWTOTTRTTQrrH

nUDAT. NOVEMBER IS. f

MALOY'S Y NIZlG
Iowa's Pride

TROUBLt YOUt

DO YOUR CYES

Sty4

CITIZKIf

Our Vast Experience in the
Optical Profession

Moreh's

-- Use

Our Shoe- s-

South Second Btreet.

PA HAG KAP IIS

ljok always lika

onea

Should you fall to receive Tha
Evening Citizen, call up the
Postal Telegraph Co., telephone
No. IS. ana your paper will bs
delivered by special messenger.

T
secret ta in the fit Snug, clinging and roomy In the proper
plane, they support and ease the foot.
Tee-- look good and feel as good as they look, and, moreover,
fees; to net strain the pocketbook. Their price la as attractive as
superior features of these shoes.
If jnm are skeptical, try them and be convinced.

Insure la tha Occidental Ufa.
Fresh Lobsters at tha San Jos

ee

Ska, for Drees, Street or Work
Women's Shoes, for Dross, Street or Housewear
CtitMreal Shoes, neat and durable
Meet's

....$1.85 to

Market.
Turkey d nner at the Oxford hotel
Sunday, I to 7. IS cents.
Fred Dalles leaves for his home In
6anta Fa this evening.
Turkey dinner at the Home restaurant Sunday, It to 3. 35 cents.
Robert J. Walker Is In tha city
from Williams, Aria., on business,
J. E. HcMahon, trainmaster for the
Santa Fe at Las Vegas, la a visitor
In the city.
F. 8. Hall has returned to the city
after an extended business trip
through the east.
Fresh Lobsters at the San Joite
Market.
William McClellan left last evening for Chaves, N. M., where he
was called on business.
W. S. Strlckler left today on the
limited for a short trip of one week
to Pacific coast points.
N. M. Rice, of Topeka,
Kansas,
storekeeper for the Santa Fe, Is here
on an Inspection visit.
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Harnett returned to the city this morning from
a short trip to Old Mexico.
F. L. Tlnsley, general sales agent
for the American Tobacco company,
Is In the city from Denver. Colo.
Joseph Blbo, connectea with the
Blbo Mercantile company,
Is here
from San Francisco on business.
A marriage license was yesterday
Issued to Margaret Monahan, aged
86, and John Strong, aged SO, both
of Albuquerque.
C. B. Folk, representing the Burroughs Adding Machine company of
Denver, Is In the city calling on the

$3.A0

to $5.00
.I1.0S to 9.275
91.50

You Are Invited
to call and look at our showing of

Seasonable Millinery
not offering any special reductions
WE AREreason
tht nothing, hrre deserves it.

for the very
But if you
will inspect our stock we will trust the rest to yoatjown good
judgment,

,208 S.

LUTZ
MISS
2nd St.

Phone 832

Round Oak Heaters
Batle Oil Stoves
Monarch Ranges
ALL GUARANTEED

J. L. BELL CO.

17
S. First St.
IS5-- f

I

trade.

Turkeys, broilers, springs, and hens

at the San Jose Market.
F, P. Thomas, representing the

h'd

UPLEMNTS

AND

FARM

MACHtRT

MAIL ORDERS SOLICITED - ALBUQUERQUE, M.

fortune.
There

The Diamond
Palace

and

Such clothes aa these
are practically unknown
elsewhere

Best wheat 8I.H0

W. Fee,

This ttor
utlcktSmw

Supplies

Simon Stern lhc&miaw
con

The Fair Is Over
and

still have
some of that nice
1

Phone 4

Phone your order

S. BE A YEN
JOHN
SOZ OU1H riRSr BTRCtT
--

Albuquerque Lumber Co

THE

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

&

002-60- 1

Lumber, Glass, Cement and Rex Fiintkot

First and Marquette

t"
YOU CAN BH FITTED PROPERLY
H
AND SATISFACTORILY IN
SMART CLOTHES. WHETHER TOU TRT OW A BUSINESS
SUIT. A RAIN COAT OR AN OVERCOAT.
WE CARRY ALL VARIE-

,

i

423 SOUTH FIRST

STEI.-BUOC-

BELIEVE
THESH
WB
TIES. CLOTHES ARB THE BEST AND
BANEHT-MADCLOTHES IN TUB
WORLD. ALL THESE FACTS WE
TELL YOU IN SQUARENESS.
IT 18 DISTINCTLY WORTH YOCR
WHILE TO TRY.
E

For First Class Work and" Prompt Delivery

C

HUBBS LAUNDRY CO.

:

(mo yy

xxTrYX""V"ir

n.

WHITE WAGOIVS
.
- . .
v Y rvir y
fvyrY y yyv-- "

highland Cleaning Parlor
Are yon In need of llwwsl auctioneer? If so, see J. F. Palmer, 315
Smith S'oiul street. Spraka Spanish

per tiundrrd. E. and English.
First. Phone IS.

rem

f

i

Jietieral Auctiiinet r.ug
We Guarantee the
Highest Prices

1
T

Goods Called for and Dc!hrcfd

BALK.

RICHELIEU

t

at,,....
at.......
..,..

e
We Will Buy and Pay a
boot I 'ash Prinn fir Furniture
House Furnibhijgs, Lui
AUCTION & SALVAGE CO.

ForseHtcr Avenue

Dutchers Trousers, loc for a button.
$l.oO for a rip in the seat or a n; pair. .$1.75 to $4

V

W WWW

WW

wwww ww

AIb,JQ'J8rQ'Je, NPVt MeiCO

A

J

E
E

New Nuts

;
I

715

2d

S

S--

MiarP. 0.

SUUIHWESTtRN SUMP
Englhih Walnuts

20c

I'.laeU Waliiuls, 4 lb
Koft Shell Aliuoiuls

25o
20c

llatel Nuta
Ptanuta

NOVELTY RER 4 In

20c

We mille t your

Nt'w

....

York OlKhtmiln

20c
20c
20c

SOO

'

Sianips. CuttlflU
etc. A gen.-ra- '

J r. CJ0

t HOP
.

IhikIiii-mi-

llnyoiiM

From $2.50 to $5.00, While They Last
OMMt NCING N - V. 14
Corner Ckntkai. and Fifth

Vhonis

y--

20c

1

X

SKINNER'S:
205 South First
Street

Your Cred t is Good
WITH
T.

and see me before
ungry.

16 Ceid Arau0
leiepbea ZJS
B. H. Briggs & Co.

DRUGGIST

Manager ALVARADO

S()c

Choice of Trimmed Hats

1 1

CO.

K. C'KXTHAI,.

making Rubber
itenclla. Fitting

you 1

RICHELIEU GROCERY

i

.

Home Dressed
urkey
Spring
Guinea Hen3

Come

Chines , Japanese, Indian
ard Mexican ,

$3 00

122 S. Second

w

Sllvr Avbou
Aibuquerqu; N. Af,

Mallofj Derby, Fully Guaranesd

119 W. Gold

W

I

2E

E. L. WASHBURN CO.

J

S

w WW WWW WW WW

GROCERY

FOR TdlS WEEK

i

STABLE

AUOTIO-mCK- B
1004

and Repairing

room brick house with hath,
BIG COT III GUARpantry, electric lights, electric pump,
2 acres of fine g;ir kn land, improveClub Members $2X0 per Month
ANTEED CUTLERY ments perfect for irrigating same,
Edgar BTBCMqtnsT, Prop.
barn and wagon sheds, chicken,
hnuses, lt.OuQ-gallo- n
water tank. Phone 1320
701 E. Central Ave.
Property all under fence and only a
ALBUQUERQUE M. M.
Wo have decided to discontinue our few moments' drive from city. Terms
line of Clause Shears, Scissors and can be arranged. Write or Inquire of
Razors, and will close them out at Scott Knight.
3
off the regular price,
This Is
guaranteed first class or your money
refunded. Few things are more aggravating than to try to uae a poor
rad'! of cutlery. Here are some goods
at a bargain:
HITTERS AND CLEANERS
Regular $1.35 Shears
.
.90
FRANK TROTTER, Prop.
Regular "1.J5 Shears
.80
sanitary
The only
Regular 1.00 Shears at.
.65
cleaning
establisnmod
rn
and
Regular
.75 Scissors at,,..,.! .50
T
ment In the s uthvent.
Regular
.60 Scissors at..,
.35
Regular 2.50 Razors at
1.65
Clothes Oenned hy the
Regular 2.00 Razors at
1.35 X
VAt'lf! METHOD.
Regular 1.75 Razors at
1.15
No Oasoi ne Used.
The Clauas Goods are known by
most every one and are worth your
'
Inspection.
220 Wert Gold Avmne.
1
,
T
STRONG'S BOOK STORE,
Phone 446.
z
.
..Phone 1104. Next door to P. O...
Chicken

JU-J-

Rea-ouaM-

ALBJQ'JERQUF

X Offi-- e

ryu h i ?

LIVERY AND BOARDING

Clea ning. Pressing

4

SAMKEE
Skinner's
Wtt
M
Grocery
44V44V4V4y.'ei
K
CURIOS

W.J. PATTERSON

Roolinf

Albtsqtterqoe, New Mexico

t

JUST THIS WAY

it ike lemc sf

lrt khir.rUrs,

Mara

DUKE CITY

j

3

i

.

.

J. C. BALDRIDGE

e;

sell i hem.
Any man who wanta
to be and look exceptionally well dressed
ought to come here for
these clothes.

New

cosx;xwisKsx:osK3osx3fos

He, Ktc

ready-mad-

they're the highest typ,
of line garments; and we

.

Native and Chicago lumber, Kherwtn-WilllaiiPaint None
Huildii.g Paper, Plaster, Lime, Cement, Guuw, Sash, Doors. Etc--.

We Put It Up To You

the elegance of finish,
he correctness of fiu

ur

Central Ave.
Albuauercue

Finishers'

with

I

A RIO BARGAIN.
an entire change of
will
ISO acres of fine, level land only
moving pictures at the rink tonight four miles from the city, all und.T
which promises to be an unusually fence, has good well, water tank, gasInteresting bill; consisting of "Tron-- b oline engine equipped with pump ng
of a New Drug Clerk." "Rummer attachments, storage reservoir, et.
Foarders Taken In." "The Dog and This property can be bought at a big
the Pipe," and "Ths Klndhearted Po- sacrifice If taken at once. Write or
liceman' Beginning tomorrow th Inquiry of Scott Knight.
rink will have a special session every
The rapid Increase in oar bnslnea
Saturday morning for the school chit- Is due to good work and fair treatment of our patrons. UuMm

m

impressed

the ditin' tion of st.de,

dren. At theso Saturday morning
sessions school children can skate for
IS cents. This price Includes admission. Special instructors wl.l be In
charge of these Sessions to Jd beginners, and to see that none of the children gets hurt.
The case of Cristobal Garcia, th
sewing machine agent charged' With
assault with Intent to kill, begun ye -terday afternoon in the district cour',
was still occupy ng the attention f
the court this afternoon. The trlil
of Samuel Kites, the photograph r
charged with stealing a camera from
H. M. Porter, of South Second street,
will probably come up for trial tomorrow.
I'hilip Traney, aged 78 years, and a
resident, of Albuquerque for fifteen
years, dropped dead In the yard tl
Ms home at 119 North Sixth street
shortly after 10 o'clock th-- s morning
He came to Albuquerque from Italy
and although engaged ln buslnete
here for many years his advanced ago
caused his retirement some time ago.
He is survled by two daughter, one
of whom lives at Las Vegas, and
pending her arrival no funeral arrangements will be "made.
Sixty-fomembers will be ad de l
to the order of Royal Highlanders at
their next meeting. C. E. DavlR, who
is In the city In the Interests of thi
order. Is very much elated ovrr the
result of hU efforts and hopes to have
an even hundred new applications before the time the next meeting of the
order Is called. The dance which tha
order will give next Thursday evening promises to be one of the largest
In attendance ever given ln this city
At their last dance, which was given
about a month ago, over 250 dancers
were present at the Elks hall, where
the festivities took place, and for
those who did not danoe the second
floor of the bulldlrg . was arrange 1
with small tables where varlou-- j card
games were played.

h.

Builders'

you're

PHONE 72

riu"

CXITD
I V 1 IA1ITT
i i

cmomcmomu9cmcmomocmomcmn

Clothes

MALOY'S

Just received a large shipment. Haven't room for them,
and are making special low prices this week to move them

Stoves, Tintare, Enameled Ironware, Iron Phe, Punns, Valves
Fittings, Belting, Mine and Mill Supp ies, etc,
WAGONS.

,

Marx

&

Ilest Cakes in Town
Tatty Shells
Cheese Straws
Macaroons
Lady Fingers, Etc.
Hot Rolls Every Afternoon at Five

CHAFING DISHES

VJholesaleHardware
:

tends embarking In business.
C. Selvey, n di t'rtlve In the employe of the Hnnta Fe coast lines, ar- rived In the city yesterday and wl l
remain here for a few days.
Mrs. Homer H. Ward, who haa been
visiting friends and relatives In Kansas the past few weeks, has returned
to her home In Albuquerque.
W. II. Daum, of Los Angeles, Industrial agent for the Santa Fe In
southern California, Is here for 4
few days looking after business.
A false alarm turned In from box
four called the department to the
corner of Central and Second streets
yesterday afternoon about 4 o'clock.
Mr. and Mrs. David Itosenwald returned tj the city last evening from
several weeks' visit In El Paso. Tex,
where they were the guests of Mr.
Sam Schutz.
Dr. J. H. Wroth left last evening
for Denver, on professional business.
Dr. Wroth will remain there two or
three days studying the sanitary
drainage system there.
Reginald McKenxie returned to Albuquerque yesterday from Santa Fe.
He will remain here tor a week after
which he will gd to Santa Fe, whene
ha expects to enter business.
E. E. Norton, former night clerk at
the Alvarado hotel. Is in the city visiting with his friends. Mr. Norton is
now a conductor on the Santa Fe.
running between here and El Paso.
Dr. Charles E. Lukens, superintendent of the New Mexico Children's
Home society, left last evening for a
business trip- through the towns In
the southern part of the territory.
A. C. Rlngland. chief forester of
District No. 3, will arrive In Albuquerque In a few days to make his
headquarters. District No. S includes
Arkansas, Oklahoma, New Mcxlc,
Arizona, Florida and Porto Rico.
Polonia Gurule, aged 85 years, and
a resident of Harold a for 85 years,
died this morning at her home lc Ba- relas. The funeral will bo held at
8:30 tomorrow morning at the Sacred
Heart church.
Word reached the city last night
that William Harper, .who three
years ago conducted a saloon and
gambling house on Central avenue
where H. Yanow has a pawn shop
now. won 8250,000 worth of mining
stock In a poker game at GoMfleld,
Nev.,- Wednesday.
Mr. Harper was
one of the gamest gambling house
keepers In New Mexico during the
happy days of the "Tiger." He has
a large number- - of friend here who
will be glad t4lcrn of his fate good
-

Da-po- nt

Powder company mills of Denver, Colo., Is In the city In the Interests of his firm.
Virginia hams and bacon, and
dressed poultry at Abbott & Olney'.
the now grocery and market, corner
Central and Broadway.
George Beck, representing the Fidelity Caiualty company, with
quarters In Denver, Is In the city, a
guest at the Alvarsdo hotel.
H. F. Parker and wife of Hustlng-co- n.
W. Va are In the city, guents at
the Sturgca hotel. Mr. Parker Intends

Whitney Company

18c

locating permanently in this city, anj
is Kcck.ng a locution ln which he In-

PERSONAL

Oir shoe are stylish and single you out aa being

tfce-Oth-

Hart
Schaffner

Morell't Iowa's Pride
Hams

AND IMPROVE YOUR STANDING
old shoes and jret

27c

1901

Lense Grinding Done on the Premises

J

Tliry are aa comfortable as

Esrablished

RFfnr.

A

Whenever
you meet

Breakfast Bacon

Assures you absolute comfort In Glasses Uround and Fitted by us
BESBER OPriCAL CO., EXCLUSIVE JOPriCIANS
110

OU CAN COME PRETTY NEAR
OUR CLOTHES ON A MAN
SOON AS YOU SEE 1 HEM.

M AH ARAM

Clothe your family on

SI (O

per week

S16W. Central Ave.

PHARMACY

Corner Gold Ave. and 1st St.

HIGHLAND

PHARMACY

Occidental Building

Bring Us Your Prescriptions

